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1.1.2 .

ORGANIZATION OF THE REPORT

1.1.2.1

General Format ·

The Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR) is divided into fourteen sections, designated by arabic numerals, a.nd. several appendices, designated by letters. Each section is divided into two-di.git subsectiOns, (e.g.,
1.1, 1.2, etc.),.which are further divided into·-three-digit subsecti'ons
(e.g. 1.1.1, l.l.2, etc.). The three-digit sub.sections .are individually
paginated.; e.g .. , page number 1.2 ..4-3 is the third page: of subsectioff 1.2.4·.

·:.

Tabulations of data appearing through the text are~ .c!esignated· as "Tables~· .
and are identified by the arabic numerals corresponding to the three.:.digit
. subsection in which they appear, with an arabic numeral indicating their
.·sequence among the tables appearing. in that subsection; e.g., Table ~.5.2:1
is the first table in subsection 3~5.2.
·
Applicable drawings, pictures, plot and building elevation plansr, ·
sketches, e·l ectrical ·and pi ping diagrams are inserted. in the te:xt: at the
point of reference and are ·identified as 11 Figures 11 by the three-digit ·
. subsection numbe·rs and the sequential order of the drawing or.diagram,·
similar· to·, but.- independently of, the tables·. • ·Ail· equipment. syniboT cha· rt for
the· stati oii. pro.cess a_nd instrumentation. draw.ings . is shown· on. Figure_, Li .2.: 1...

·.·e.··,

·,.

·..

.

-. Ap.pendices contain such· information as data: on site meteorology·,
conformance to design:_ criteria,. primary contai.nment fabrication report,
·reactor pressure vessel reports·, etc.
· ·
· ··

·'

.

.

· .. ·

.

.

.·

. -

.

...

,.,
,'..

.

- ..,-·

r

....

· · ..·~.• •.

.

The Technical ·specifications are in Volume III of-the orig,inal" FSAR,
but are. not. included in the Updated FSAR.
.
.. ·.
Incorporated into the design of.these ,units are features to--improve both·
·operational performance atid overall safety which have been. presented· in..
· ..· c:
spec.ial topical reports. These.reports which h·ave been provided by General .
Electric Company to the NRC for review. include those listed in Table 1.1.2:1.
1

. 1.1.2.2

Revis~ions

The. UFSAR is revised annuaJ ly pu rsua.nt- to 10CFC50 .. 7le. . The: rev i-s ion; s submitted_· to the NRC .on. a replacement page.- basis.. Replacement pa.ges .
include a page change identification (revision number and/or date) :and a
change i-ndicator--a bold· line drawn v.ertically in. the right-hand ·margin
adjacent to the portion actually changed.
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TABLE 1. 1. 2: 1
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY TOPICAL REPORTS
1.

APED 5286 -

Design Basis for Critical Heat Flux in Boiling Water
Reactors (September 1966)

2.

APED 5446. - - Control Rod Velocity Limiter (March 1967)

3 •. APED 5449 4.

APED 5450

-

5.

APED 5453

-

Control Rod Worth Min.imizer (March 1967)
.

Design Provisions for In-Service Inspection (April 1967)
VibratiDn Analysis and Testing of Reactor Internals ·
(April 1967)
.

'·

. 6.
7.
· 8.

9.

=:·~

'i

APED 5555 -

Impact Testing on Col let Assembly for Control Rod Drive·
Mechanism 7 RDB144A (November 1967)

TR67SL21 l - .. An Analysis of Turbine Missiles Resulting from: Last
Stage Whe~l Fa·nure- (October 1967)'
APED 5608 - ·General Ele.ctrfc Company·:Analyt ical and Experimental
Progrant for Resolu.t.i on~ :of· ACRS Safety Concerns· (Apr.i l
1968)
.
APED 5455-

~-

.

·

~

10 •.·APED 5528 -

Nuclear_ Excursion· Technology (August 1967)

11. 'APED 5.448 -

AnalysisMethods of Hypbthet.ical Super-Prompt Crit.ical
Reactivi.ty Transients. in La.rge Power Reactors (.Aprfl 1968)
.

12.

APED 5458 - . Effectiveness of Core Standby Cool; ng Sys terns for
. General Electric Boiling Water Reactors (March 1968)

13-~

APED 5640 -·Xenon Consideratidns in De.sign of'Larg_e Boiling_ Water·
Reactors (June 1968).

14.

APED 5454 - . Metal Water Reactions - Effects on Core Cooling and
Containment (March 1968)

··.1··'

· 15.

·.···-~

:···

. . . .. - -·

:·

APED 5460 -

·-..,, ... -........ -·

,. ·:

...

-~.,.

-·.

<

The Mechanical Effects of React.iv Hy Transients (January
. 1968)

. . . ..

. ·.

..

Design and Performance of General Electric Boiling
Water Reactor Jet Pumps (September 1968)

I
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TABLE 1.1.2:1 (Cont'd.)
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY TOP !CAL REPORTS
APED 5654 -

16.
..

Considerations Pertaining. to Containment Inerting
(August 1968)

17 •. ·APED 5696

-

Tornado Protection for the Spent Fuel· Ste.rage Pool
(November 1968)

18. ·APED 5706

-

In-Core Neutron Monitoring, System for General Electric
Boiling Water Reactors, Rev. 1 (April 1.969)
..

-

19.

APED 5703

20.

APED 5698 -

Design and Analysis of Control Rod Drive Reactor Vessel
Penetrations (November 1968)
Summary of Results Obtained from a Typical Startup and
Power Test Program for a General Electric Boiling. Water
Reactor (February 1969)
.

21. · APED 5750 .-

22.

.A··
.~

'

.

'

'

.

.

.

.

..

APED' 5756 ~- Anal Ytica.1 Methods for Ev al uatfng th.e· Radiological ·
Aspetts of the General Electric Boiling Water. Reactor·
1969)

·

23 •. APED 5652 ·-

Stability and. Dynamic Performance of the Gener.al Electric
Boiling Water Reactor (April 1969)

24.• , APED. 5;736

Guidelines for· Detenni ni ng Safe. Test I~terval s an·d Repa fr
Times for Engineered· Safeguards (April 1969)

25 •. APED 5447 -

Depressu riza tion Performance of the General Electric
Boiling Water Reactor High Pressure Goolant Injection
System (June 1969)
,:.;o

_:..

.:.

.

'

Design and Performance of General Electric Boiling· Water·
Reactor Main Steam Line· Isola.tion Valve~· (March 1969).

(M~rch

.·.:

_

..

.

26·.

NEDO. 10017 - Field Testing Requirements for Fuel, eurtafns and
Control Rods (June· 1969)

27.

NEDO, 10029 - An Analytical Study on Brittle Fractu.re· of GE~BWR Vessel
. Subject to. the Design Bas.is Accident (,July 1969) ·

28.

NEDO 10045. - Consequences of a Steam Line Break for a· General Electric
Boi:l ing Water Reactor (October 1969·)
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2.2.4

HYDROLOGY

The Harza Engineering Company, Chicago, Consulting Engineers - River
Projects also made a study in 1965 of the characteristics of the river
systems of interest; and its report was also set forth in Volume III of
the Unit 2 PDAR, Docket 50-237.
The Dresden site at the confluence of the Des Plaines and Kankakee.
Rivers is at the location considered to divi~e the upper and lower parts
. of the Illinois. River system. The normal pool elevation controlled at the
adjacent Dresden Is·land Lock and Dam is 505 feet) with a maximum historical
flood elevation of 506.4 feet. Nominal ground elevation is about ·516 feet
at the location of the principal structures of Units 2 and 3. Consequently
the probability of flooding critical areas of the site is remote. Spilh'lay
capacity at the Dresden Island. Lock and Dam is well in excess of the esti-·
mated maximum instantaneous flow. of the Illinois River (100,000 cfs based
on the assumption that maximum flows for all contributory streams occur
s.imultaneously), The site, elevation is well above the vast valley storage
area upstream from the dam.
River system flow data applicable to the site for the years 1961-1964 ..
show that river flow exceeds 3,.000 cubic feet per second (cf.s) on 98% of
.the days, 3,600 cfs on 93% of the days, ¢,000 cfs on 87% of the days,. 5,000
cf s on. 63% of the days, and 6 ,.000 cfs on 48% of the days. · Such flows a re ·. · ·. ·•. ·
more. than adequate. to meet the cooling water -requirements-· of· the three· un·i ts ,-_· ·.
and assure the availabilfty of sµfficient quantities of water for dilution
of all radio~ctive liquid wastes discharged into the Illinois Rive_r within _
the l'imits in 10CFR20, and. to reduce concentrations to approximately 1/1000
·of the Maximum Permissible Concentration in the river below the point of
discharge from the Station.
The closest point downstream of the station where the Illinois River
is used as a source of domestic· water i·s Peoria, 100 river miles downstream.
At this point the combined effects of dilution, mixing, radioactive decay
and deposition on river bottom of the radioactivity will have rendered the
contribution of radioactivity by the station negligible in relation to that
present in the· Illinois Rive.r from other sources. ·
The principal uses of the water of the Des Plaines and Illinois Rivers
are navigation, sewage· disposal and dtlution, and condenser cooling water
for power plants. The Kankakee River, upstream from the station, is not
navigable and is used for domestic supply and recreation.
2.2~4.1
Cooling Lake. The lake has an area Qf 1275 acres with an average
1depth of 8 feet, thus, the lake contains a maximum volume of 10,200 acre ft.·
The purpose of the cooling lake is to.provide adequate cooling of the circula·ting and service water before discharge to the Illinois River. The
water discharged to. the river must meet state requirements as follows:

2.2.4-2
October 1 - June 14:

closed-cycle operation. A flow of 50,000
gpm back to the river is allowed to prevent
stagnation of the lake and for radwaste
dilution.

June 15 - September 30:

indirect open-cycle operation. A flow of
500,000 through the cooling lake to the river
is allowed. Discharge temperature outside the
mixing zone is not to exceed 90°F more than
10% of the ~ime, and never to exceed 93°F.

The state requirements are subject to review and change on an annual
basis.
Indirect open-cycle is allowed d~ring the summer so that the cooler
river water may be used to decrease the turbine back-pressure, yielding a
higher· plant efficiency.
Items which may be considered by the state in determining the discharge
requirements are the effects on the cooling lake as a fish hatchery, effects
on fish in the river, effects on ice formation in the lake and river, etc.
Since the Unit 1 intake and discharge flumes are separate frcxn the
Units. 2 and 3 intake and discharge flumes, it was elected to connect the
lake to only Units 2 and 3, and no changes were made to the existing Unit 1
flumes.
·The lake is connected to the Units 2 and 3 intake and discharge flumes
by two canals (the "hot" and "cold" canals) each about 11,000 feet long.
The hot canal is connected to the discharge flume. ~·Jater is pumped frcxn
the hot canal into the lake by a set of six pumps. located in a lift
station between the hot canal and the north end of the lake. The number
of lift pumps that must be used varies with the number of circulating water
pumps in operation and the position of the flow regulator which controls
the distribution of lake discharge water to the- intake flume and Illinois
river. An equalizing gate between the hot and cold canals, near the lift
station, can be cracked open to allow some short-circuiting of the flow.
This prevents cycling of a lift pump when fractional capacity of that pump
is needed. The level of the lake is maintained by a concrete spillway located
adjacent to the lift station and between the cold canal and the north end
of the lake. The spillway is equipped with weir gates which can be lowered
to block some of the spill-over to maintain the level of the lake. The water
returns fr001 the lake, via the cold canal which is connected to both the
intake and discharge flumes at a 3-way junction (see Figure 2.2.4:1). A flow
regulating station at the junction distributes water returning from the lake
to the river (indirect open-cycle op~ration)~ or to the intake flume to the
cribhouse (closed cycle operation), or to a combination of both .

.e

3.6.3-6
The sensors used are accelerometers, strain gages and linear differential tranducers, and are of such design as to withstand the environment to which they are subjected.
In all vibration tests, the coolant was maintained at ±20°F of starting
temperature as much as practical. To maintain this temperature with the
pumps operating, shutdown cooling was needed.
For a generalized discussion of the vibration a~alysis and testing
of the reactor internals, refer to document:
V. R. Wetzel, C. S. Duckwald and M. A. Head, 11 Vibration Analysis and Testing
of Reactor Internals", APED-5453, April, 1967.+*
3.6.3.2

Pressure Forces During Slowdown

In this section the internal pressure forces which would be imposed
across the internal reactor components during rapid depressurizations
associated with pipe breeaks are discussed in detail.
3.6.3.2.1 Analytical Model
Internal reactor pressure forces are calculated for two postulated break
conditions, a steam line rupture and recirculation line rupture. The steam
line break is assumed to be a guillotine line severance which is located
upstream of the flow limiter. This break gives the maximum break steam flow
and maximum pressure forces. The conclusion of the event is complete blowdown
to the drywell. The recirculation line break· is assumed to be a guillotine
line severance at the pressure vessel outlet. This places the break in the
downcomer and the conclusion of this event is again to have a complete blowdown
to the drywell. In both cases, reflooding of the reactor is accomplished by
the emergency core cooling system. The break is assumed, in ~ach case, to
occur while the plant is operating at 2527 MW(t) with 98 x 10 lb/hr core
recirculation flow.
calculating internal pressure loading due to a blowdown accident,
an analytical model is employed in which the pressure vessel is divided into
five major chambers or nodes. Each node is connected to adjoining nodes by
a flow resistance as shown in Figure 3.6.3:1. The five nodes are: (1) subcooled lower plenum, (2) saturated core, (3) saturated upper plenum, (4)
saturated mixing ~lenum, and (5) saturated steam dome.
~hen

The lower plenum to core resistance includes the inlet orifice,
acceleration, local, and flow losses to the core midplane. The core to
upper pl~num resistance consists of the remaining core local losses and
flow losses. The separator resistance is between the upper plenum and
mixing plenum and steam dome. In the recirculation line break, one additional resistance is included -- the resistance between the downcomer
and the lower plenum through the open jet pumps of the broken line. Jet
pumps are des.cribed in Section 4.3.2. ·
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SECTION 4
REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM
4.1

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION
The equipment and evaluations presented in
this section are applicable to either unit.

The purpose of the boiling water reactor is to generate steam from
the light water moderator and coolant to drive the main turbine and
generator to produce electricity.
The reactor coolant system (also called the reactor primary system)
includes the reactor vessel; the 2-loop reactor coolant recirculation
system with its pumps, pipes and valves; the main steam piping; the relief
valves and safety valves; and the reactor auxiliary systems piping. Also
included in this section is the isolation condenser system. The important;
parameters of the reactor coolant system are summarized in Table 4.1.0:1.
TABLE 4.1.0:1
REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM DATA
REACTOR VESSEL
Internal. height
Internal diameter
Design pressure and temp.
Maximum heatup rate
Base metal material
Wall thickness
Design lifetime
Base metal initial NOT temperature
Cladding material
Cladding thickness
Design code

68 ft. 7-5/8 in.
20 ft. 11 in.
1250 psig @ 575°F
100°F in a one hour period.
SA-302 Grade B
6-1/8 in. min.
40 years
40°F max.
Weld deposited E-308 electrode
1/8 in. minimum
ASME B & PV Code Sec. III-A

RECIRCULATION LOOPS
Number
Material

2

Stainless Steel

5.2.2-4
5.2.2.3 The pressure suppression chamber is a steel pressure vessel in the
shape of a torus below and encircling the drywell. The suppression chamber,
or torus, is held on column supports and 11 saddles 11 (Mark 1 Containment Long
Tenn Program) which transmit vertical and seismic loading to the reinforced
concrete foundation slab of the reactor building. Space is provided outside
of the chamber for inspection and maintenance. The drywel l vents are connected to a vent header also in the fonn of a torus which is contained within
the airspace of the suppression chamber. Projecting downward from the header
assembly are downcomer pipes, which terminate below the water surface of the
chamber pool. The vent header has the same temperature and pressure design
·requirements as the vent pipes. The upward reaction from the downcomers is
resisted by columns between the vent header and the bottom of the suppression
pool. The columns are pinned top and bottom to accommodate the differential
horizontal movement between the header and the pressure suppression chamber.
The downcomers are braced both laterally and longitudinally_(Mark 1 Containment Long Tenn Program). Vacuum breakers discharge from the suppression
chamber into the drywell to prevent a backflow of water from the suppression
pool into the vent header system.
Access from the reactor building to the pressure suppression chamber is
provided through two manholes with double gasketed bolted covers. These access
ports will be bolted closed when primary containment integrity is required and
will be opened only when the primary coolant temperature is below 212°F and
the pressure suppression system is not required to be operational. A test
connection is provided between the double gaskets on each cover such that.
gasket tightness can be checked without pressurizing the containment.
A v_ent from the primary containment system is provided which will
nonnally be closed, but ~'lhich will pennit the vent discharge to be routed
to the standby gas treatment system so that release of gases from the primary
containment is controlled, with the effluents being filtered and monitored
before discharge through the stack. Test conections are provided between the
double inlet and outlet vent to pennit checking for leak tightness during
opera ti on.
5.2.2.4 Electrical penetration seals were designed to accommodate the
•electrical ·requi·rements pf the ·plant. These are functionally grouped into
low voltage power and control cable penetration assemblies, high voltage
power cable penetration assemblies, and shielded cable penetration assemblies. Each penetration seal has the same basic configuration shown
in Figure 5.2.2.2. An assembly is sized to be inserted in the 12 inch
schedule 80 penetration nozzles which are furnished as part of the con-·
tainment structure. Installation of the penetration assembly is accomplished
by inserting it from either side of the containment into the penetration
nozzle. Three field welds are required to complete the installation of the
assembly in the penetration nozzle.
Headerplates conforming to the inner diameter of the penetration
nozzle are provided at each end of the penetration assembly, fanning a
double pressure barrier. Radiation shielding is attached to the penetrations on the drywell side to provide external access to the electrical
conne·cti"ons duri'ng ·p"lant opera ti on.

5.2.2-5
The design and fabrication of each type of penetration assembly is
in accordance with the requirements of the ASME Boil er and Pressure Code,
Section III, Class B Vessel, and materials of construction are self
extinguishing in accordance with ASTM-0635.
The electrical penetrations were designed to withstand environmental
conditions present during a postulated loss of coolant accident, as well
as maintaining containment integrity for extended periods of time with a
post-accident environment. These conditions, including the normal operating
environmental conditions, are shown in Table 5.2.2:2.
The installed assemblies are designed to withstand a continuous internal
pressure of 125 p~~ during nonnal environmental conditions, and to meet a leak
rate of 1.16 x 10 cc per second when pressurized to 63 psig with dry helium
at an ambient temperature of 175°F. The latter condition is verified prior
to installation in the primary containment.
The low voltage assembly is suitable for voltages 600v or less and is
designed for conductors varying in size from 18 to 4/o awg. The cables are
grouped and passed through openings in the hea·der plates as shown in Figure
5.2.2:3. A potting compound is applied at each end of the penetration to
seal the assemblies. A cable lead is terminated at either a splice, or an
environmental-resistant connector. The maximum wire density is restricted
to 42% of the end flange cross sectional area.
Shielded signal cables are provided to interconnect low noise circuits
between the reactor and the control room; in particular, the reactor neutron
monitoring channels. Figure 5.2.2:4 shows a cutaway view of the containment
penetration assembly for shielded signal cables. One type of circuit uses
coax connectors mounted directly on the headerplates and isolated from
ground. Another type of circuit uses connectors mounted on· the penetration
assembly auxiliary structure. The cable density is restricted to one circuit per three square inches of headerplate surface for the first type, and
approximately 80 circuits of the latter type for each 12 inch penetration
nozzle.
'A sectional view of the ·htgh voltage power cable penetration assembly
is shown on Figure 5.2.2:5. The penetration assembly accomodates voltages
up to 5 KV and cables as large as 1000 MCM and is designed to maintain low
gas leakage rates and high insulation resistance. The high voltage cables
are passed through openings in the headerplates and potting compound applied
to both sides of the headerplates to effect a pressure seal. The header:..
plates are constructed of stainless steel, a nonmagnetic material, in order
to eliminate the possibility of eddy current heating.
5.2.2.5 Fluid i e enetrations are of two general types; i.e., those which
accommodate thermal movement hot), and those whic.h experience relatively
little thermal stress (cold). Fluid piping penetrations for which movement
provisions are made are high temperature lines such as the main steam line
and certain other reactor auxiliary and cooling system lines. A typical
,penetr:ati.on of this type is shown in Fjg_ure .5 .. 2.2:6. These penetrations
have a guard pipe between the hot line and the penetration nozzle in addition
to a double-seal arrangement. This permits the penetration to be vented to
the drywell should a rupture of the hot line occur within the penetration.
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The guard pipes are designed to the same pressure and temperature as
the fluid line and are attached to a multiple flued head fitting, a one
piece forging with integral flues or nozzles. This fitting was designed
to the ASME Pressure Vessel Code, Section VIII. The penetration sleeve is
welded to the drywell and extends through the biological shield where it is
welded to a bellows which in turn is welded to the guard pipe. The bellows
accommodates the thermal expansion of the stea~ pipe and drywell relative to
the steam pipe. A double bellows arrangement permits remote leak testing of
the penetration seal. The lines have been constrained at each end of the
penetration assembly to limit the movement of the line relative to the
containment, yet permit pipe movement parallel to the penetration.
The only lines which connect·to a high-pressure system wh_ich do·
·not have a double-seal penetration sleeve are the hydraulic lines to the
control rod drives. These involve 354 small, stainless steel lines, shopwelded to three sections of the drywell plate. The mechanical problems
involved with this number of small penetrations in a relatively small area
make it impractical to provide individual penetration sleeves. The pipes
are designed to deflect with the drywell shell. They are not individually
testable, but will be tested as part of •the overall containment leak rate
test.
Penetration details of cold piping lines are shown tin Figure 5.2~2:7.
The pipe sleeve which attaches to the drywell is designed for 62 psig:, but
because of structural thicknesses, can withstand a substantially higher
pressure. No bellows are required, since thermal expansion is minimal.
A tabulation of the type of penetration used for each service is shown in
Table 5.2.2:3.
Lines which open directly to the containment do not have a separate
penetrations leeve and are welded directly to the containment shell.
Instrument Line Penetrations for the drywell are shown in Table
5.2.2:4. The following discussion is for Unit 3; it' is generally app.licable
to Unit 2 also.
Dresden Un it 3 contains 16 pe·netra ti·on cfssemb lies which are used for
primary system instrumentation. Each of these assemblies is configured
to carry six instrument pipes through the biolo.gical shield. Of the total
of 96 penetrating pipes, 77 are active lines and 19 are spares. Each of
the active penetrating pipes are equipped with stop valves and excess flow
check valves located outside the containment as indicated in Table 5.2.2:4.
The penetrating lines are 1-inch schedule 80, type 304 stainless-steel
pipe. Each of the lines is welded to a stainless-steel pipe which is welded
to the drywell penetration housing. A typical detail of the multiple pipe
instrument penetration is shown in Figure 5.2.2:8a.
\~ithin the secondary containment are 1-inch process stop valves, flow
check valves, and 1/2-inch schedule 80, type 304 stainless-steel piping to
the instrument rack .. Piping or stainless stell tubing is used within the
rack to the sensor. All welds have been dye penetrant tested. Analyses
have been performed to assure that the installation from the penetration
to the instrument rack meet seismic Class I requirements.

5.2.2-9
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An analysis has been performed of the consequences of a I-inch instrument line break in the Dresden 3 plant. The break was assumed to occur
outside the primary containment but upstream of the flow check valve in
the line. A manually operated stop valve is located outside the containment \'/all upstream of the break. This valve was not assumed to be closed
until after the reactor was shutdown and depressurized. The reactor was
considered to be shutdown manually by the operator upon detection of the
break, i.e., by audible disclosure or by detection of increased radiation
level in the reactor building or water level increase in the reactor building sumps. Radiation levels in the reactor building ventilation duct would
not be high enough to trip the standby gas treatment system, so all of the
radioactive materials escaping to the atmosphere do so via the reactor
building ventilation stack. The analysis showed that 70,000 pounds of water
and 30,000 pounds of steam are released to the reactor building. Reactor
building pressure starts to increase, thereby causing back pressure to be
seen by the ventilation supply fan such that essentially no air flows into
the reactor building. Concurrently, the exhaust fan on the ventilation duct
increases flow due to increased driving head. As a consequence of this
phenomenon, air in the building is exhausted to make room for the expanding
-steam. Thus, all the steam not condensed in the reactor building is transported out via the stack.
Calculations of doses due to the released radioactive materials
included the following assumptions. A coolant activity consistent with
a plant off-gas release rate of 100,000 uc/sec was assumed to be released
to the environment. While the release occurs at the top of the reactor
building, it was assumed that downwash occurs resulting in an effective
release height of 0 meters. No core uricovering occurs and no perforations
occur, so only coolant activity is released. Iodine in the 30,000 pounds
of water that flashed to steam was assumed to be transported with the steam.
The iodine activity associated with the released liquid was 0.04
uc/cc of I-131 and 0.3 uc/cc of I-133. No further release of iodine from.
the water was assumed. Very stable 1 meter/sec meteorological conditions·.
were assumed since this is the worst case for an equivalent ground level
release. Calculated lifetime dose for the duration of the release is 0.3
rem which is well below "the reference doses of lOCFRlOO and is in fact
less than the annual dose permitted in 10CFR20.
Such leaks could be detected by one or a combination of the following:

;

l.

Operator comparing readings with several instruments monitoring the
same process variable such as reactor level, jet pump flow, steam flow,
and steam pressure.

2.

By annunciation of the control function, either high or low in the
control room.

3.

By a half-channel scram if rupture occurred on a reactor protection
system instrument line.

4.

'By a general increase in the area radiation monitor readings throughout ~he ~eactor building.

5.2.2-10
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5.

The leak should be heard either inside the turbine building or outside
the reactor building on a normal tour .

6.

Unexplained increase in the floor drain collector tank water level would
be investigated as well as alarms on the corner room floor sumps.

7.

By detecting the leak as soon as an access door to the reactor build; ng was opened.

8.

By probable increases in area temperature monitor readings in the
reactor building.

The leak is non-isolable (between the primary containment and first
isolation outside the containment). The only way it may be stopped is to
shut down, depressurize, and then repair the ruptured line.
Routine surveillance on the part of the operator as given in items a-h
above is felt to be a sufficient program for the periodic testing and examination of the valves in these small diameter instrument lines.
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7.4.2-1
GENERAL DESCRIPTION

7.4.2

The nuclear instrumentation uses three types of neutron monitors. 1
The neutron flux level for operation in the region of sub-critical to an
intennediate flux level at which the reactor is critical is monitored by
the source range monitor (SRM). For a neutron flux level from just above
criticality to approximately ten percent full po\'1er the intennediate range
monitor (IRM) is used. From about 3% power to full power operation the
local power range monitor (LPRM) is used. The detectors for the SRM and
IRM subsystems are withdrawn from the core during power range operation.
The detectors for the power range are fixed in place.
During operation in the pm'/er range, the LPRM signals are used in
three separate systems:
1.

LPRM flux level is indicated, and a high flux alann is annunciated
if the level reaches a preselected point.

2.

The average power range monitors (APRM) average the outputs of
selected LPru~'s in such a manner that indication of average reactor
power is provided. The APRM generates scram signals on high APRM
flux level.

3.

During control rod motion, the average of a set of LPRM's adjacent
to the selected control rod is used by the rod block monitor to
limit increases in local power.

Figure 7.4.3:1 presents a block diagram of the various nuclear
instrumentation ranges as they are functionally assembled in one of two
nuclear instrumentation groups.
A traversing in-core probe (TIP) is supplied which may be i.nserted in
the core to obtain an axial neutron flux distribution at each LPRM detector
location. The information obtained from the TIP is used to calibrate the.
LPRM sys tern.

1see APED-5706, detailed report of in-core flux monitoring instrumentation,
GE topical report, Dec. 1968.
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Each APRM channel provides a a rod block trip under the following
conditions:
1.

High neutron flux,

2.

APRM channel inoperative,

3.

APRM downscale with the mode switch in "RUN", or

4.

Flow converter inoperative.

Each APRM channel provides a scram trip signal under the following
conditions:
1.

APRM downscale and IRM high-high with mode switch in "RUN",

2.

High-high neutron flux, or

3.

APRM channel inoperative;
a.

Module unplugged,

b.

Less than 50% of assigned LPRM's operative, or

c.

Function switch not in Operate position.

In order for a scram to occur, a scram trip signal must be received
by both reactor protection system logic channels. Any one of the six APRM
channels can effect a rod block. Switches located on the reactor console
allow the operator to bypass the trips from one of the APRM channels in each
of the reactor protection system logic channels; the bypass is effective for
both the scram and rod block trip signals.
·
The rod block set point is automatically varied with recirculation
flow as shown in Figure 7.4.5:6. The slope of the trip vs. flow relationship
is determined by the characteristic bulk power vs. flow relationship of the
reactor which is detennined experimentally. The absolute magnitude of the
trip set point is established to prevent operation significantly above the
flow control characteristic that includes the point 100% flow-100% power.
The flow dependent bias which detennines trip level is subject to both
positive and negative errors originating, for example, in the flow sensors.
However, the equipment limits the trip bias so that the trip level can never
exceed the intended level for 100 percent flow regardless of the magnitude of
positive errors in flow signal. Negative errors are in the conservative
direction.
The APRM channel output signals are continuously displayed and recorded
on indicators located on the control board. The output signals are adjusted
so that the meter deflections indicate percent of rated bulk thermal power.
Bulk thennal power is detennined using heat balance techniques. Adjustment
of the APRM channel readings is not possible from the control board, and
does not affect the output signals of the LPRM amplifiers which are averaged
in the APRM channel.
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If an LPRM used to provide input to an APRM channel fails, the operator
can manually bypass this invalid input. The APRM channel then properly
averages the inputs from the rer.1aining LPRM channels. If the number of bypassed LPRN's used as inputs to an APRM channel exceeds a preset number, the
APRM instrument inoperative alann is actuated. This feature assures that the
APRM system will adequately perfomi its safety function of temiinating average
neutron flux level transients through scram initiation. The too few input trip
feature also automatically provides a high degree of assurance that the APRM
system will be capable of preventing fuel damage due to rod withdrawal errors.
7.4.5.2.3 Design Evaluation

As shown in Figures 7.4.5:4 and 7.4.5:5 the LPRM inputs to the APRM
channels provide a wide sampling of local flux levels on which to base an
average power level measurement. The fact that three APRM channels are
provided for each reactor protection system logic channel assures that at
least two independent average power measurements will be available under
the worst permitted bypass or failure conditions. The six APRM channels
provide continuous indications of core average power level based on different
samplings of local flux levels. That the APRM provides valid average power
measurements during typical rod or flow induced power level measuring is shown
by Figures 7.4.5:7 and 7.4.5:8, which are the results of analysis ..
Using a plant heat balance technique, the APRM measurements may be
calculated such that the meter indications are within ±2% of the bulk
thermal power when the power level is greater than 80 percent of rated;
this calibration is maintained by procedure.
The effectiveness of the APRM high flux scram signals in preventing
fuel damage fol:lowing single component failures or single operational errors
is shown in each section of this report where system failures are analyzed;
in all such failures, no fuel damage occurs. Since only two APRM channels
in each reactor protection system logic channel are required for effective
detection of bulk power level transients, the same effectiveness is attained
even under the worst permitted bypass conditions.
The APRM rod block setpoint is set lower than the scram setpoint; thus,
reactivity insertions due to rod withdrawal errors are terminated well before
fuel damage limits are approached.
To account for the decreasing margin to fuel damage at a given power level
with reduced recirculation flow, the APRM rod block setpoint is varied with flow.
APRM component failures are annunciated, and the reduction of LPRM inputs
for any APRM channel below a preset number gives an alann; these arrangements
warn of loss of APRM capability.
7.4.5.3

Rod Block Monitor (RBM) (Figure 7.4.3:1)

7.4.5.3.1

Design Basis

The design basis for the RBM system is an operational design basis as
contrasted with a safety design basis. This design is as follows:

I
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1.

The RBM system is designed to prevent local fuel damage as a
result of a single rod withdrawal error under the worst permitted
RBM bypass conditions.

2.

The RBM provides a signal to pennit operator evaluation of the
change in the local relative po\'1er level in the vicinity of a
rod that is being withdrawn.

7.4.5.3.2 Description
The system uses the signals from the four LPRM strings adjacent to the
selected control rod (Figure 7.4.5:9), and the recirculation flow sensors.
The eight signals from the A and C levels are averaged in one channel and
the eight signals from the B and D levels are used in the second channel.
The rod block monitor output is automatically adjusted upon rod selection
so that its output is equal to (or in some circumstances greater than) the
reading of a pre-selected APRM channel. This gain setting is held until a
new control rod is selected.
Both RBM's are located in a single bay and derive their input signals
from a local power range monitor (LPRM) input assignment matrix within each
RBM.
The RBM alarm signals are routed to the rod block portion of' the
reactor manual control system to provide for a rod block in the event that
a predetermined level is exceeded. The· rod block portion of the reactor
manual control system associated with the RBM is arranged in a two channel
configuration to provide for some redundancy. Other signals associated with
the RBM (e.g., the non-annunciated rod block signal obtained when the RBM's
are adjusting their gains to obtain the same reading as the reference APRM's)
are fed to a single point in the reactor manual control system.
The RBM System is supplied with a manual bypass switch which allows
the operator to manually bypass either RBM for maintenance or calibration.
Either channel, independently, will prevent rod withdrawal under the
following conditions:
1.

High flux trip,

2.

RBM channel inoperative, or

3.

Channel reading below reference APRM downscale trip.

The RBM system is equipped with an automatic bypass feature so that
both RBM's are bypassed in the event that the power level is below a level
where local dama~e is possible (30% power; this signal is derived from the
reference APRM's) or if a peripheral rod is selected, i.e., a rod the outer
region of the core which cannot be instrumental in causing local fuel damage.
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Since all APRM's are measuring the core average flux with the same
precision, any APRM may be selected for use as the primary reference APRM.
The channels which have been selected are APRM channel 3 for RBM channel 7,
and APRM channel 4 for RBM channel 8. The alternate reference APRM's are
channels 2 and 5 for RBM's 7 and 8, respectively. These reference signals
are routed to the RBM' s via contacts associated with the APRM bypass
switches, arranged so that if the primary reference APRM is bypassed, the
alternate reference APRM signal is automatically routed to the RBM. Note
that the primary reference APRM and the alternate reference APRM cannot be
bypassed at the same time since they are both assigned to the same reactor
protection system trip system.
·
If the primary reference APRM is bypassed, the alternate reference
APRM is automatically routed to the appropriate RBM. An inoperative APRM
will cause a rod block; therefore no rod can be withdrawn until either the
inoperative condition is corrected or the inoperative APRM is bypassed
(in which case the alternate APRM reference is used). In any event, the
RBM will be operable when it is needed.

•

No indexing mechanism is provided in the RBM for selection of LPRM·
strings. Selection of a rod automatically energizes a "hard wired" circuit,
closing relays connected to the LPRM's associated with the rod selected, and
providing their input to the RBM. Thus improper LPRM selection cannot occur,
although it is possible that previously selected LPRM's will not be deselected. This would require either a failure in the rod push button selection
matrix or a short in the circuits to the RBM. The fon:ier failure would be
indicated to the operator as two rods selected by multiple lights on the
push button selection board and would also cause a rod withdrawal prohibit
due to a mutiple rod selection signal. The latter failure, a short, would
result in two sets of LPRM inputs to the RSM. In this event the RBM would
select the highest values or the combined values and thus read a more conservative power condition.
In order to implement the "too fe\'I LPRM input" inoperative alann, a
fixed reference voltage is fed through each LPRM operate-calibrate-bypass
switch to a circuit in the APRM. A comparison is made between the sum of
the resultant currents from all the LPRM's with a fixed reference. If the
number of LPRM's bypassed exceeds the predetennined number, the total
current falls below the allowed value and the APRM instrument inoperative
alann is actuated. The "too few LPRM input" alann will be .actuated if the
number of.LPRM's falls below 50% of assigned.

•
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With the reference APru~ for the other RBM sensing a flux lower than
that found in the vicinity of the selected rod, the RBM gain cannot be set
to a value less than 1.0. Thus, the RBM would read the more conservative
local power average rather than the core average power. This RBM gain
adjustment can be expressed in mathematical fonn as follows:
PL = average power in vicinity of rod selected for withdra\'lal.
This is the power seen by the RBM.
PA

= core average (bulk) power

If PL is greater than or equal to PA' then gain
If PL is less than PA' then gain

=

1.0

= PA/PL

With respect to the actual mechanism of the RBM gain adjustment, a
general description is provided as follows: Upon selection of a rod,
signals are directed to the RBM's indicating which rod has been selected.
This signal activates the LPRM Input/Rod Selected Matrix and the appropriate
LPRM signals are automatically routed to the RBM inputs. An operational
amplifier in each of the RBM's average these LPRM signals and the result is
compared with the reference APRM signal as the amplifier gain factor ts
adjusted upward in small steps from a value of 1.0. The comparator tenninates the gain adjustment sequence as the average is equal to or just
slightly greater than the reference signal value. For example, suppose that
P1 = 104, and PA = 100. Gain value starts at 1.0. The comparator shows PL
greater than PA' so gain adjustment is tenninated and RBM output reads 104.
Again suppose that PL = 80, and PA = 100. Gain value starts at 1.0. The
comparator shows P Tess than PA' so gain is increased in steps until RBM
output is just grekter than P and the RBM output would read a value slightly greater than 100. If for ~ome reason the gain cannot be properly adjusted,
a "failure to null" inoperative trip will be generated.
The RBM trip varies linearly with recirculation flow, as does the APRM
block. It varies along one of three possible power-flow characteristics
(see Figure 7.4.5:10); the appropriate trip setpoint (High, Intennediate,
or Lo\11) is automatically selected by the RBM when a new rod is selected.
For increases in power, the operator can transfer to the next higher block
by pushing a set-up button. The function of the system is to alert the
operator when he has increased the local power by an indicated amount and
require that he consider this change before proceeding to the next level.
7.4.5.3.3

Design Evaluation

Since the rod block monitor utilizes the signals for the LPRM's, it is
capable of determining the approach of local thermal flux conditions which
could result in local fuel damage. The fact that either RBM channel can
independently initiate a rod block, provides assurance that a rod withdrawal
error will be terminated even with one RBM channel bypassed .

•
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The effectiveness of the RBM to prevent local fuel damage as a result
of a single rod withdrawal error has been analytically determined. The
initial condition is conservatively defined such that the reactor is operating at maximum permitted power with fuel thermal margins (minimum critical
power ratio and maximum linear heat generation rate) at steady state limits
in a region adjacent to a fully inserted control rod; no credit is taken for
the action of the rod worth minimizer. The response of the least responsive
RBM channel is calculated as a function of rod withdrawal distance. The
thermal margins are also calculated as a function of rod position. The
analysis indicates that the rod block level is reached well before MCPR
reaches 1.0 and before the linear heat generation rate reaches the damage
level .
7.4.5.3.4 Analysis of Design Requirements
A detailed analysis has been made of the functional requirements of
the RBM. The results of this assessment place in proper perspective the
requirements of the RBM as compared to the requirements of reactor protection
systems. The analysis clearly reveals that (1) the rod block monitor system
performs no primary reactor protection function, and (2) the system as
designed with redundancy of channels and equipment for testing and maintenance will reliably and accurately serve its intended functions, i.e .. , to
avoid local fuel damage as a result of extreme abnormal transients. The·
contribution of the RBM to the protection of the health and safety of the
public is insignificant. It is thus concluded that designing the RBM to
the requirements of IEEE 279 would provide no substantial addition to the
protection of the public health and safety.
)

7.4.5.3.4.1 Comparison To IEEE 279
A comparison has been made of the RBM conformance to IEEE 279. The
following list represents various aspects wherein the rod block monitor·
system does not comply with reactor protection system grade separation,
redundancy, and isolation.
1.

Two redundant RBM channels are provided. These channels are
located in the same cabinets and thus are not separated or isolated.

2.

The rod selection information including the rod selection pushbutton
is not redundant.

3.

A single set of taps are provided on the flow measurement venturi
in each recirculation loop .

4.

.The flow sensing lines used for each rod block monitor are not separated or isolated.

5.

The flow signal transducers for the two rod block monitors are not
separated or isolated.
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6.

The LPRM amplifier signal inputs and outputs are neither separated nor
isolated from each other.

7.

The APRM reference signals which are inputted to each RBM channel
through the LPRM Select Matrix are independent, but are located in
the same cabinets and thus not separated.

8.

The independent RBM level readouts and status displays are neither
separated nor isolated.

9.

The independent rod block signals to the reactor manual control
system circuitry are neither separated nor isolated.

The RBM sys tern does contain some redundancy in that two independent
RBM channels are provided. Each of these channels independently blocks rod
withdrawal, receives inputs from different LPRM 1 s and has its own power
supply.
A detailed analysis was performed on the RBM system to determine under
what conditions the RBM would be instrumental in preventing reduction of
thennal margins. This detailed analysis, showing the most limiting case,
was presented in the Hatch Nuclear Plant, Amendment 6, Docket 50-321. It
was shown that if both RBM 1 s fail concurrently with the operators failure
to obey procedures by withdrawing the highest worth rod from the most adverse control rod pattern which can be postulated to exist, and by ignoring
the various series of warning alarms, there would be no significant radiological consequences. In fact, the most limiting release would be within
the limitations specified by 10CFR20.
If reactor power is less than 75% 'l'tith any permitted rod pattern, no
rod withdrawal error coincident with RBM system failure can result in
exceeding fuel thermal limits.
Consider then the normal operation including constant changes in
power level to account for day to day load requirements. In the normal
rod patterns which are used, the withdrawing of a maximum worth control
rod concurrently with the failure of the RBM ~ystem would not result in
exeeding fuel thermal limits.
Preliminary investigations have been made toward redesigning the rod
block monitor syste~ to meet the intent of IEEE 279. The investigations
show that a redesign which permits the RBM 1 s to remain in the same cabinet,
but which separates each RBM with a horizontal barrier, is the most feasible
solution. This redesign would include:
1.

Change the physical location of the RBM 1 s in Panel 937 and add
fire resistant barrier.

2.

Rewire "selected" signal leads in Panel 937.
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3.

Rebuild LPRM inputs to RBM selection matrices.
amplifiers in the LPRM's.

Add isolation

4.

Relocate the recirculation flow transmitters. Add flow reference
signal isolation features in flow reference equipment. Add redundant taps on the recirculation flow nozzles.

5.

Separate the APRM reference signals to the RBM's.

6.

Separate the RBM outputs.

7.

Rewire the RBM signals to the reactor manual control system from
Panel 928.

On each of the above changes electrical separation must be maintained
where rewiring is involved.
7.4.5.3.4.2 Evaluation
Of first interest is the depth of protection against the event before
the RBM is called upon to· act. Table 7.4.5:1 summarizes the various errors
and malfunctions pertinent to RBM operation.
1.

An abnormal and special pattern of rods must be set up such that
at full power the central rod of the pattern is fully inserted
and the surrounding rods are fully or substantially withdrawn.
To set up this control rod pattern requires several operator errors,
violation of normal operating procedures, and ignoring of several
alarms. (For purposes of suppressing the flux around a certain
fuel bundle, rod patterns of this type might be established under
the direction and authorization of the plant Nuclear Engineer.
However, it is expected that such a rod pattern would not be
established on more than a few days during the 40 year plant life).

2.

The plant operator must erroneously select and withdraw the single
high .worth rod.
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TABLE 7.4.5:1
RBM ASSUMED OPERATING ERROR AND MALFUNCTION CASES
Nonnal Rod Pattern
Cases
A
B
c

OPERATOR ERRORS
1.

2.

Any Single Operator Error
A specific or combination of
Operator Errors
Begin withdrawal of wrong rod
a.
Ignore - LPRM annunciator
b.
- 3 LPRM indicators
Ignore off-gas alann
c.

Abnonnal Rod Pattern 3
Cases
A
B
c
D

1
.1

TOTAL OPERATOR ERRORS

NA

NA

1
1
NA

1

0

3

1
1
1
NA
3

1
NA

1
1
1
1

1
1
1

1

4

3

EQUIPMENT MALFUNCTIONS

•

1..

Any single equipment malfunction

2.

A specific or combination of equipment
malfunctions

1

RBM Failure(s)
Air Ejector Monitor Fa i 1ure

NA

NA

1-3 1
NA
NA

TOTAL EQUIPMENT MALFUNCTIONS

0

1

1-3

0

1-3

1-3

1-3

TOTAL ERRORS AND MALFUNCTIONS

1

1

4-6

3

2-4

5-7

5-7

0

0

1-3
NA

1-3

1-3

RESULTS
Number of fuel rods affected
Core Thennal Margin (MCHFR)
10CFR20 Limits exceeded

gt 1
No

gt 1
No

0 28/168 2 28/168
gt 1 gt 1 gt 1 1t 1
1t 1
No
No
No
No
No
0

0

1various RBM failures have been postulated; in many of these cases 3 or more failures
are required to prevent a rod block.
2Possible condition if RBM failure results in block being upscaled, with operation at
83% power (28). Maximum core effect at 100% power (168).
3Rod patterns 1-1hich could produce the results postulated in these paths are highly
unusual and would be established only on a few occasions during the 40 year expected
plant operating life.
gt

=

greater than

lt =less than

•
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3.

He must erroneously continue to withdraw the single high worth rod
in spite of all of the following warnings:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

A flashing light
A sounding horn
An individual LPRM trip light display on each of two panels
A Four-Rod Display with numerous meters shm'ling high flux
levels on the affected channels
Repeated audible alarms on the computer alarm typewriter

All of the above events would have to occur before the RBM is called
into service. The RBM utilizes the same information that is available to
the operator and automatically inhibits rod withdra\'/al before preselected
flux levels are exceeded. Many of the features of the RBM are duplicated,
primarily so that one channel at a time can be by-passed to allow adequate
time for maintenance and repair without encroaching on the availability
of the rod block action. The redundancy in the RBM is not as complete as
that in systems of primary safety significance; some of the channels and
signals do not have the same degree of separation and isolation as is found
in the reactor protection system.
Qualitatively, it is expected that the need for an RBM signaT~will be
an extremely rare event. A human operator could, theoretically, set up a
situation wherein the RBM could be called upon to block the withdrawal of
an erroneously selected control rod, but this event is not of the same
probability as such expected transients as a turbine trip, a loss of offsite power, or a loss of feedwater flow.
Failure of the RBM is also expected to be a rare event. It is largely
redundant and thus requires multiple failures or at least highly selective
single failures to cause system failure.
7.4.5.3.4.3 Conclusion
The significant facts pertinent to the functioning of the RBM System
are as follows:

--

1.

For any rod ~lithdra\'lal error under normal conditions, complete
failure of the RBM does not result in exceeding fuel thermal
limits.

2.

For any rod withdra\'lal error from any permitted rod pattern
(normal or abnormal) at power levels below 75%, complete failure
of the RBM system does not result in exceeding fuel thermal limits.

3.

For the worst possible rod withdrawal error, a case involving
multiple operator errors and multiple equipment failures, complete
failure of the RBM System results at worst in consequences which
are within the limitations of 10CFR20.

4.

The RBM System has two channels which have limited redundancy
and independence.

·
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Thus, it is concluded that no substantial additional improvement to
the protection of the public health and safety is gained by designing this
system, which is not a primary reactor protection system, to the requirements of IEEE 279.
7.4.5.4

Supplement on RBM Design Requirements

7.4.5.4.1 Introduction
Supplemental information on the rod block monitor (RBM) is given
here to more fully illustrate the purpose of the RBM, the history of its
inclusion in the Dresden plants and the significance of failure of the
RBM on public safety. The device is intended as an operator aid and
as such it is not built to the standards of safety systems such as the
reactor protection system or engineered safeguards systems. The question
was raised by the NRC staff of why the RBM is not built to the same safety
standards as other safety systems.
The discussion presented here is broken down into parts as follows:
A.

Summary; (Section 7.4.5.4.2).

B.

History of the RBM ....... This discusses how the RBM became a part of
the Dresden plant design; (Section 7.4.5.4.3).

C.

Description of the worst case conditions ....... This discusses the
values of certain parameters prior to and subsequent to the as well
as the response of instruments during the series of events; (Section
7.4.5.4.4).

D.

Evaluation of the RBM ....... This discusses the effects on the reactor
of RBM failure during worst case conditions as it relates to the
importance of the RBM to plant safety; (Section 7.4.5.4.5).

7.4.5.4.2

Summary

No fuel cladding perforations will occur from the control rod withdrawal. The 1data showing CHFR values are based upon the Hench-Levy
correlation.
This conservatively estimated line of onset of CHF is
used for design as a curve drawn below acknowledged critical heat flux
values. For the quality mass flow conditions corresponding to the CHF
values on these rods, the experimental critical heat flux value is greater
than both the design correlation heat flux value and the fuel rod heat
flux value.

.

-

----

1critical heat flux ratio (CHFR) has been superceded in later analyses by
critical power ratio. The Hench-Levy correlation has also been superceded
by the GEXL correlation. Since the quantities ore not interchangable, the
terminology in this analysis has not been revised .
-----

-
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No "worst" control rod, as described in this amendment, has ever been
withdrawn in a boiling water reactor. It is extremely unlikely that such a
pattern would ever occur or that such a "worst rod" would be withdra\'m.
When the RBH functions, heat fluxes are limited below even the design
correlation. Even if the RBM were not to function, it is highly unlikely
that the operator would pull the approximately 600 rod notches as required
to achieve this abnormal worst rod pattern. Even if this situation did
arise and the RBM were to fail to prevent rod withdrawal, no fuel perforations would occur subsequent to the withdrawal.
The RBM as installed in the Dresden uni ts is a highly reliable system
with considerable system redundancy. The system is testable and most
malfunctions \'lill either be alarmed, indicated, or by the occurrence will
cause rod withdra~'lal block. The probability of a very selective RBM malfunction which is not detected and which does ~ot allow the block function,
concurrent with the highly improbable operator actions to set up this worst
pattern and withdraw the control rod, tog~ther produce an extremely improbable series of events for consideration.
The RBM as presently installed on the Dresden plants is an added
feature not present at the time the plants were approved for construction.
The system was voluntarily backfitted to the plant shortly after emergence
of the RBM as a standard part of the boiling water reactor design described
by TVA. Additional modification of this system at this time will represent
a large schedule and cost impact on the plant and will not add to the overall
public safety.
7.4.5.4.3

RBM History at Dresden

The Rod Block Monitor (RBM) system that is provided on the Dresden
units was not a part of the original design as proposed in the PSAR's for
Unit 2 and for Unit 3. The plant description given in the PSAR included
the APRM rod block function (see page X-5-7 of unit 3 PSAR). A chrono~
logical account is given below showing the Dresden units' design as
described in the PSAR 1 s and the acceptability of this design for the
construction pennit application, the emergence of the RBM as a new
feature of the boiling water reactor design as described in the TVA PSAR
dockets 50-259 and 260, and the voluntary backfitting of this new device
on the Dresden units by the applicant showing the bases of the system
design. This discussion will serve to demonstrate the origin of the RBM,
its intended function and provide additional background information
relating to the appropriateness of additional modifications to this
system at this time.

.

-

---

The PSAR for Dresden Unit 2 was submitted on 5/17/65 and for Unit 3 on
2/10/66. These documents described a system for fuel protection known as
the APRM rod block. This system was intended to provide gross fuel protection
against an operator error or equipment malfunction (see page X-5-7 of unit
3 PSAR and amendment 3, page 2 dated 5/26/66). The evaluation of the conformance of the plant design with the existing NRC criteria showed compliance
(see Appendix H page 11 of unit 3 PSAR). The NRC staff evaluation of unit 3
dated 8/31/66, pages 19-21 showed a similar evaluation of conformance to the
criteria. A_co11s_ty-u~~j_on_ penT!i_t}_'/(!S iss(,Jed _ QJLl0/14/66. ____
_ ____ _
--

-

-

-
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On 7/7/66 the PSAR for TVA Units 1 and 2 was submitted and amended
with the addition of Appendix G dated 10/19/66. This appendix was titl~d
the Core Thermal Design for the TVA units. Section 5 of the appendix
describes Core Perfonnance Benefits of Improved Equipment and discusses
the incorporation of a new device called the RBM (see page 5-1 Appendix G).
As ndted therein, in prior BWR's (like Dresden Units 2 & 3) gross power
protection and a measure of local pm1er protection had been provided by
the APRM, but that for TVA a new system, the RBM, was being provided for
local protection against potential fuel damage in the event of the worst
case rod withdrawal error. The NRC staff evaluation dated 3/31/67 noted
the emergence of this new device called the RBM (see page 24). "This
represents an improvement over the Dresden 2 class of reactor plants wherein
the rod block function was provided by the APRM system only, utilizing a
set point below the scram level. 11 A generic presentation to the NRC staff
was made on the RBM after the Dresden hearings and prior to the TVA hearings
to discuss the system and its function.
The FSAR for Dresden Units 2 &3 was submitted on 11/17/67. This was
the first formal recording of the existence of the RBM on the Dresden
units (see section 7.4.5.3). Between the time of the TVA evaluation
and the Dresden FSAR submittal it had voluntarily been decided by the.
General Electric Company that inclusion of the RBM on the Dresden units
was a desirable thing to do. The Commonwealth Edison Company concurred
in this decision.

•

The description of the RBM (Section 7.4.5.3) shows that the criterion
for the system is to protect fuel for a single operator error or equipment
malfunction, and addresses questions related to RBM system design and its
ability to withstand single failures and system operation. As indicated,
additional modification to the RBM system would have little or no effect
on overall plant safety. The system is testable and most malfunctions
are either alanned or indicated or by the occurrence cause rod 1'lithdrawal
block.
7.4.5.4.4 Analysis of Continuous Control Rod vJithdrawal ·From Power
Assuming RBM Failure
7.4.5.4.4.1 Initial Conditions Assumed for Analysis:

The RBM is evaluated based on the effect of its failure concurrent
with the worst transient resulting from a rod withdrawal. When analyzing
such reactor transients resulting from abnormal operation of the reactor,
great care is taken in the analysis to insure that the results are
conservative and represent a worst case condition. Because of this approach, the intial reactor state and the parameters which are used in the
analysis are always conservative and not necessarily representative of
the actual reactor conditions which will occur in the course of nonnal
operating procedures and practices.

---

...

-·.
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Such is the case in the analysis of a transient which results from
the continuous withdrawal of a control rod from rated power for the
Dresden 2 and 3 reactors.
The conditions for analyzing this transient are that the reactor is
assumed to be operating at its thermal limits (of peak linear power and
critical heat flux) in the near vicinity of a fully inserted high worth
control rod. This control rod is then assumed to be withdrawn from the
reactor at its maximum withdrawal rate and the consequences of the resulting transient are analyzed. If the reactor is operated in accordance with
normal operating procedures equilibrium xenon and samarium will be achieved
by the time the reactor reaches full power. Due to the presence of negative
reactivity produced by xenon and samarium it is not possible to achieve
thermal limits next to a fully inserted high worth control rod. This is due
to the fact that the negative xenon and samarium reactivity have greatly
reduced the number of control rods in the reactor core which must be available to shape the power such that thermal limits would be achieved in the
vi ci ni ty of the inserted control rod. Therefore, the first as sump ti on
which was made in analyzing the rod withdrawal transient was that no xenon
or samarium were present in the reactor during the rod withdrawal. Furthermore, beginning-of-life (BOL) nuclear data were used in the analysjs. Both
of these conditions result in the maximum possible amount of excess reactivity available in the reactor core; therefore, the greatest number of
control rods are available for power shaping and a worst condition would
be achieved. It will be reiterated here that if normal operating procedures had been assumed, the presence of xenon and samarium would have made
it impossible to obtain this worst condition even at the BOL.
If the effects of xenon and samarium are neglected for the time being,
the number of control rod position changes which would be required to go
from a normal operating rod pattern to the postulated control rod pattern
which results in a high worth inserted control blade, with the reactor on
thermal limits near this blade, would be very high. As an example the control
rod changes which are required to go from the nonnal operating rod pattern at
BOL with equilibrium xenon and samarium to the limiting rod pattern with no
xenon and samarium are tabulated below:
Number of
Control Rods
1
4
4
4
8
4
4
8
4
8
4
8
8

Number of
Notches Moved/rod*
6I

SW

6I
3I
6I
2I
17!
6I
6I
4I
171
16 I
13I

*I = Inserted; w = Withdrawn

Total Number
of Notches Moved
6
20
24
12
48
8
68
48
24
32
68
128
104
590
/
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The above table shows that a great many rod movements (almost 600) are
required to achieve this worst case pattern. For this reason it is concluded
that it is highly improbable for a control room operator to accidentally
achieve this "worst case" pattern due to rod movement errors. Rather, achievement of this pattern would most likely be due to a planned operation with full
cognizance of the plant supervisor and the plant nuclear engineer. Under these
circumstances the existing conditions of the reactor core would be known and
movement of the subject centrally located fully inserted rod would not be made
1~ithout prior approval.
Thus, accidental withdrawal of this control rod by an
operator during these conditions would represent a significant departure from
normal procedure.
The analysis includes calculation of the number of fuel rods which have
a CHF less than 1.0 once the control blade is fully withdrawn. In order to
do this a set of local fuel rod peaking factors must be used. Since the
exposure distribution in the reactor 't1ill vary in time it would not be
feasible to calculate these factors for all conditions; therefore, the local
peaking factors were chosen for the reactor condition which results in the
maximum number of fuel rods with CHF's less than 1.0. This worst condition
is achieved at an average bundle exposure of 7500 MWD/T. Here it can be seen
that further conservatism has been added to the analysis since the· rod withdrawal analysis itself was performed at the maximum excess reactivity condition;
however, the worst set of local peaking facto~s used in the analysis were taken
at 7500 MWD/T which is a low excess reactivity condition.
As will be discussed in the next section, it is calculated that 168 rods
will have a CHFR of less than 1.0. For reasons of completeness the initial
conditions of these 168 rods are shown in the form of ·distribution of CHFR
and peak linear power in Figures 7.4.5:12 and 7.4.5:13 respectively.
7.4.5.4.4.2 Conditions Subsequent to Rod Withdrawal

The results of the continuous control rod withdrawal from power are
shown graphically in Figures 7.4.5:14 thru 7.4.5:18. Figure 7.4.5:14
shows the average core power and the MCHFR as a function of the control
rod postion. Figure 7.4.5:15 shows the shows the rod block monitor
response to the rod withdrawal. Although total instrument response to the
rod withdrawal will be discussed in more detail later, it is important to
note at this time that the RBM set point is 108% of the initial value;
therefore, if either of the RBM's function properly, rod motion will be
blocked at O. 35 of the fu 11 stroke or when the rod is 11Ji thd rawn 4. 2 feet
or approximately 8-9 notches. Figure 7.4.5:14 indicates that the MCHFR
is 1.76 for a rod block on RBM #7 and 1.47 for a rod block on RBM #8. It
should be further noted in Figure 7.4.5:14 that the control rod must be
withdrawn 7.8 feet or approximately 16 notches before the MCHFR is less
than 1.0.

--
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If the RBM's fail to function and the high worth control rod is fully
withdrawn, the MCHFR will be approximately 0.8 as seen in Figure 3. In
addition to having a MCHFR less than unity for the hottest fuel rod, 168
fuel rods will have a CHFR less than 1.0. Histograms of the final reactor
state (after control rod withdrawal) are shown in Figures 7.4.5:16, 17,
& 18. These figures show the peak linear power, the CHFR, and the fuel
center line temperature for the 168 fuel rods which have a CHF less than
1.0 with the control rod fully withdrawn. One of the important features
of these histograms is that most of the fuel center-line temperatures
remain below melting and only 12 fuel rods have fuel melt in a small axial
section (25% or less). Another point to note is that most of the 168 fuel
pins have a CHFR greater than 0.90. This is important since the empirical
correlation which was used in calculating the CHF for the fuel rods was
conservative and the actual data points for the CHFR lie well above the
calculated values. This will be discussed in detail later.
7.4.5.4.4.3 Instrument Response During the Worst Case Rod Withdrawal Error:
It is assumed that the operator has arrived at the highly unusual
rod pattern which puts the core at thennal limits in the vicinity of the
fully inserted rod. Under these conditions, the local power range monitors
(LPRM's) in the vicinity where the core is at limits are very close to- their
alann settings. If the operator erroneously selects this worst rod for
withdrawal and proceeds to withdraw it continuously, many indications would
be provided by the instrumentation and readout equipment to infonn him that
he was making the error. For purpose of this description, it is assumed
that the rod block monitors fail to block the withdrawal due to some unkno~m failure in the block circuitry, but that the instrument alanns \'lhich
are actuated when the alarm setpoints are reached are operable.
Upon selection of the rod for withdrawal, the sixteen LPRM's which
surround the four-rod group containing the selected rod are routed to the
RBM's and to the four-rod group/LPRM Level display immediately in front .of
the operator. Additionally, the RBM's automatically adjust their gains so
that their output signals are set equal to the average power (if it is
greater than the local power). The operator now has the following information displayed to him:
1.

The readings of the sixteen LPRM's surrounding the four-rod group
containing the selected rod.

2.

The positions of the four rods in the four-rod group. The fully
inserted worst rod that has been selected shows "DO" and the
position window is illuminated with a green light indicating it
is full inserted.

3.

The Rod Selected light in the four-rod display immediately in front
of the operator is illuminated indicaxing which rod is selected.

4.

The Rod Selected light on the main control panel vertical board
core-pattern display is illuminated indicating which particular
rod has been selected. Both of these lights are imprinted with
the rod number thus giving the operator a visual indication that
he has selected the wrong rod.

•
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If the operator still does not notice that he has selected the wrong
rod for withdrawal, he continues the withdrawal sequence by placing the
rod withdrawal switch in the ROD NOTCH OUT position and perhaps the rod
notch override switch in the OVERRIDE position. Upon placing the rod
withdrawal switch in the OUT position, rod motion begins and a signal is
sent to the computer initiating a fast scan of all the LPRM signals within
1.5 seconds. These LPRM signals are compared with the alann set-points
associated with limiting conditions in the core. Because the actual LPRM
instrument alarm set-points are very near the starting point, the operator
will obtain the following alarms immediately after the rod starts to move:
1.

Two red LPRM alarm lights located on the main control board corepattern display and adjacent to the rod selected light will be
illuminated indicating that 2 LPRM's are above their set-point.

2.

Simultaneously, the LPRM annunicator located at the top right of the
vertical portion of the main control board will be illuminated with
a blinking amber light accompanied by a sounding horn. The operator
must press the annunciator acknowledge button on his left to silence
the audible horn and acknowledge the annunciator light. If the LPRM
signals are still above limits upon acknowledgement, the blinking
amber window will become a steady amber light.

At this point about 4 seconds has elasped and the rod is out about 2
notches. It will be assumed that the operator ignores these alarms (although
he must remove his hand from the rod out notch override switch to acknowledge
the annunciator) and continues to withdraw the control rod he has erroneously
selected. At a time equivalent to about two and a half notches out, the
computer has completed its first fast scan of all the LPRM signals and the
first computer alarm is obtained. This alarm is in the form of an audible
buzzer and a red alarm light on the computer operator's alarm typewriter
console and a typeout of the out-of-limits LPRM's by location number within the core. These alarms initiate a verification program in the computer
and within a short time the alarm typewriter types out 11 LPRM ALARM VERIFIED".
The computer alarm typewriter audible and visual alarm must be acknowledged
for silence. This would be done by the computer operator, or, if he were
not present, by other personnel, possibly by the operator although he would
have to leave the main control board to do so, and thus stop control rod
withdrawal.
Again it is assumed that the operator ignores this computer alann as
well as the illuminated LPRM alarm lights and annunciator window indicating
HI LPRM's on the main control board and continues to withdraw the control
rod he has erroneously selected.
At about 5 notches out the point is reached where RBM channel #8
should alarm and block further rod withdrawal. Assuming that some unknown
failure has disabled the rod blocking function of both RBM #8 and RBM #7
but that the alann circuitry is still intact, the operator will now receive
an amber alarm light on the main control bench board and an audible horn and
a blinking light for RBM HI on the annunciator. Again the operator acknowledges the-annunciator, (thereby leaving the solid amber RBM HI along with the
LPRM HI annunciator windows illuminated) and continues to withdraw the rod.
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At a rod out position of around eight notches he would reach the alarm
setpoint of RBM #7. At this point another amber RBM alarm light would be
illuminated on the main control bench board and the annunciator would again
sound an audible horn and display a blinking light.
Before continuing with the description of the additional alanns that
the operator would receive as he proceeds from this point it is important
to point out that the operator has also been continually ignoring additional
visual information available to him. The actual LPRM and RBM meter and
operator read-outs are immediately in front and slightly to the right of him
on the vertical portion of the main control board. These indications have
been steadily increasing as he has been pulling the control rod out and
almost all of the readings are in excess of 100 thus indicating that limiting
or rated conditions are being exceeded.
Assume again that the operator ignores all these indications, alarm
lights, flashing annunciators, horns, and typewriters that have been assailing him as he proceeded to withdraw the rod and that he continues to withdraw it, then after the rod has come out about nine and a half notches the
operator gets three more LPRM alarm lights on the core pattern; the LPRM
annunciator again sounds and starts blinking and the computer alarm typewriter sounds its second alarm indicating which additional LPRM alarm set. points have been exceeded.
To summarize then, the operator has to ingore many audible and visual
alann indications at four or five separate points beb'leen the fully inserted
rod position and the half withdrawn position to proceed to withdraw the rod
to a position where local damage may occur. Figure 7.4.5:19 illustrates
this alarm and indication sequence as a function of rod position as the
rod is being withdrawn.
7.4.5.4.5

Evaluation of RBM Failure

If the conditions of the fuel rods after control rod withdrawal are
compared to actual CHF data, it is clear that there is considerable margin
between the heat flux of the rods and the heat flux at which CHF has been
observed experimetally. Figure 7.4.5:20 illustrates this fact. The critical
heat flux data are at least 25% higher than the heat flux for the reactor
conditions for this degenerated situation. The regions of critical heat
flux data shown are for 4, 9, and 16-rod test sections, with geometry similar
to that of a BWR. These CHF regions represent a total of 188 CHF points
with each region representing a different test section or test condition.
The mass ve 1oci ty range shown is from 0. 7 to 1.1 M lb/hr ft 2 .• Therefore,
it can be concluded that for this worst case situation no rods will fail
even though the MCHFR is less than unity. The reactor will never reach
the critical heat flux condition, with a wide margin, based upon actual
available critical heat flux data.
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Since no fuel rods will fail, no gross increase in release of radioactive
material above normal background levels will occur and thus off-gas release
rates will continue within the limits of 10CFR20. Any increase in off-gas
due to operation of the fuel at higher power will be gradual and must still
be within the limits of 10CFR20 or both the main steamline radiation monitors
and the air ejector off-gas monitors will initiate scram and/or closure of
the off-gas line, terminating release (trip settings are at the 10CFR20
limits). In no case will the off-site doses be greater than the limits of
10CFR20.
The above results for the worst case rod withdrawal error concurrent
with the RBM failure are the bases for evaluating the importance of the RBM
to plant safety. The results of the postulated series of extremely unlikely
events are that no fuel fails and doses are within the limits of 10CFR2D.
Thus the RBM is judged to be an operating aid and not required to provide
any safety function. The present RBM system design with its testability
and malfunction indication capability is adequate without upgrading to the
standards of IEEE-279.
7.4.5.5

Traversing In-Core Probe (TIP)

The TIP calibration system is designed to permit rapid and accurate
calibration of the LPRM system. The TIP system consists of miniatur~
ionization chambers similar to the detectors used in the LPRM system. Each
of these chambers can be used to obtain axial flux profile data in the
selected set of radial locations which contain in-core monitor strings.
In addition to the detectors, the TIP system contains cable runs,
driving mechanisms used to move the detectors, indexing mechanisms used to
select the position to be traversed, and control and read-out equipment
used to operate the equipment and record the data.
The output of the TIP amplifiers is used to drive x-y recorders to
produce an analog plot of the axial flux at each of the 41 in-core strings.
The TIP distribution is then used in the calculation of power distribution.
7.4.5.6

Surveillance and Testing

Power range nuclear instrumentation failures are annunciated. Monitor
circuitry is arranged to facilitate testing v1ith simulated signals. The TIP
system provides information used to periodically calibrate the system.

,
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2.

A de log radiation monitor complete with fail-safe operational
alanns, appropriate high and low voltage power supplies, and
control and alann trip contacts, and

3.

A two pen continuous strip chart recorder with a pen-channel
selector switch.

Each channel is continuously indicated, periodically recorded and
alanns in the control room.
The detection points are immediately downstream of the inboard isolation
valves in the primary containment structure. A channel reading of 1 decade
above normal background level provides an al ann on two of the four channels
(from the two pens of the recorder). A channel reading of 2 decades above
nonnal background level provides isolation of the primary and secondary
containment structures.
7.6.2.2.3 Design Evaluation
The main steam line monitors are located such that they are in the
radiation field of the four main steam lines. The range and sensitivity of
the monitors has been chosen such that the monitors are capable of detecting,
in the environment of the area near the main steam lines, increases of radiation due to the activity release following gross fuel failure.
Continuous recording of the main steam line radiation levels is available to the operator. Abnonnal radiation levels are annunciated in the
control room.
Gross fuel failure would result in significant increase of the main
steam line radiation levels. The monitors would detect the increase,
initiate a reactor scram, and isolate the primary containment. The redundancy of detector channels and the general location of the detectors .. in the
main steam line radiation field assure the reliability of the system in
carrying out its protection functions.
7.6.2.3

Air Ejector Off-Gas Monitoring

7.6.2.3.1 Design Basis
The air ejector off-gas monitors are designed:
1.

To continuously monitor, indicate, and record the radioactivity
level of the effluent gases removed from the main condenser by
the air ejector off-gas system.

2.

To alann in the control room on high radiation level in the offgas system.

3.

To initate closure (after time delay) of the off-gas system
isolation valve when the radiation level in the off-gas system
exceeds the limit given in Technical Specification 3.8.A.2.

y
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7.6.2.3.2 Description (Figure 7.6.2:2)
The monitoring system incorporates two identical channels of instrumentation, each consisting of:
1.

A gamma sensitive ionization chamber.

2.

A de log radiation monitor complete with fail-safe operational
a 1arms, appropriate high and 1ow voltage power supp 1i es·, and control
and alann trip contacts.

3.

A shared two-pen continuous strip chart recorder, complete with
alann-trip contacts.

The noncondensible gases are drawn from the main condenser by the
steam jet air ejector (which is arranged in two stages followed by a
booster air ejector) then routed through a pre-heater to a recombiner which
catalytically combines the hydrogen and oxygen gas radiolytically produced
in the reactor core. The remaining noncondensible gases exiting from the
recombiner pass through moisture separators, then into a holdup line. The
gases are monitored by two detectors which are located in separate pipes
tangent to the holdup line. The radioactivity level is indicated and:
recorded continuously in the control room. The system is described i~ more
detail in Section 9.
The radioactivity levels of N-16 and 0-19 in the main steam lines are
nonnally relatively high, but quickly decay due to their short half lives.
Therefore, to obtain a more accurate indication of the activity levels of
radioisotopes which affect the gaseous discharge limits for the chimney
release point, the air ejector off-gas sample is monitored after a
transportation time delay. Due to the position of the detectors at the inlet
to the holdup line, this delay is at least 2 minutes when the recombiner is
bypassed, or about 1/2 hour when the recombi ner is used. If the high· radiation setpoint is reached, a signal is initiated to close the isolatfon valve
in the off-gas line after a time delay of 15 minutes. The time delay allows
time for the operator to evaluate the data and prevent an unwarranted isolation valve closure or reactor shutdown if the signal is false. A holdup
volume in the off-gas line after the sample point and before the isolation
valve allows a delay betv1een the time of the high radiation signal and the
release to the chimney discharge point. The delay is appr~ximately 30 min.
{due to holdup pipe) with the recombiner and the charcoal adsorber beds bypassed, 6 hours (due to holdup pipe) with the recombiner alone, or several
days 'llith the recombiner and charcoal adsorbers in use (which is the nonnal
case). A downscale trip gives warning of instrumentation malfunction. The
two channels are so arranged that they operate independently of each other.
The logic is so arranged that a closure of the off-gas line is initiated
by VNO upscale or one upscale and one downscale trip signals.

.

,,

A third channel using a linear count rate meter is provided to give
a more sensitive indication when flux tilting is being used to assist in
locating leaking fuel assemblies. Currently, flux tilting is not being
used .
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Provisions are made for collecting grab samples of ejector off-gas
for more sensitive and quantitative laboratory analysis.
7.6.2.3.3 Design Evaluation
The redundancy incorporated into the monitoring system provides
assurance that abnormal release of radioactive material will be detected,
annunciated, and isolated.
To calibrate the monitors, the results of a multichannel analyzer
analysis of a grab sample are compared to the monitor indications at the
time of sampling. Since the radioactivity levels of N-16 and 0-19 in the
main steam are normally relatively high, the transportation time delay to
the air ejector off-gas monitor location allows for the rapid decay of the
short-lived gases. The delay permits a more accurate indication of the
activity levels of the longer lived gases of interest.
7.6.2.4

Chimney Effluent Monitoring

7.6.2.4.1 Design Bases
In order that the operator be continuously aware of activity being
released from the plant, the chimney effluent monitoring system is designed
to:
1.

Continuously monitor, indicate, and record the radioactivity
level of the effluent gases being discharged from the chimney to
the atmosphere, including particulate, iodine, and noble gases,
during both normal operating conditions and for the worst postulated accident release rate.

2.

Alann in the control room if the chimney effluent radioactivity
release exceeds the limit given in Technical Specificati'on 3.8.A.2.

7.6.2.4.2 Description
The chimney effluent monitor consists of a single multiple-range
separate particulate, iodine, and noble gas monitor (SPING) and a backup
system which incorporates two channels of instrumentation.
The release rates (uCi/sec) from the 2/3 chimney, the Unit 1 chimney,
and the 2/3 reactor building vent stack are calculated from the instrument
readouts (cps) and totalled by the operator to assure compliance with
Technical Specification gaseous release rate limits for the plant.
The chimney flow consists of air ejector off-gas (approximately 20
cfm with recombiner operating, 150 cfm without recombiner) mixed with ventilation air (approximately 379,000 cfm). A representative sample is drawn
continuously from the chimney through an isokinetic sample probe located at
2/3 of the chimney height. The placement of the probe is in accordance with
good engineering design practice, i.e., at a height at least 10 _times the
chimney diameter. The SPING and its backup system use the same isokinetic
probe.

"
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7.6.2.4.2.1 SPING (Figure 7.6.2:3a)
The SPING is a computerized monitor with sufficient range to accurately
monitor the chimney effluent for the worst postulated accident releases as
well as for normal operating conditions. Prior to installation of the SPING,
the chimney effluent-was monitored by the redundant system which is now used
only as a backup to the SP ING. The original man i tori ng system is adequate
for use during normal operation but does not have a range extending high
enough to accurately monitor the effluent for some postulated accidents.
The installation of the SPING with its high-range monitoring capability is
a result of needs identified by studies of the events occurring at Three
Mile Island (TMI) on March 28, 1979.
The SPING is a microprocessor based radiation detection system. The
programs (software) which control the system are stored in read-only memory
(ROM) and therefore are fixed. Only the parameters of the system can be
varied. The microcomputer performs the tasks of data aquisition, history
file management, operational status check, and alarm determination, and
communicates with the operator through a terminal in the control room.
The SPING can vary the sample flowrate based on the total chimney
flow to obtain a true isokinetic sample.
After being drawn from the chimney through the isokinetic sample
probe and then into the monitor, the sample goes through a filter paper
on which any particulates are deposited, then through a charcoal cartridge
which traps the iodines, then into a gas chamber for low and medium range
noble gas measurement, then past a detector for high range noble gas measurement, and finally to the sample outlet and back to the chimney.
The particulate filter is monitored by a beta scintillation detector
from one side and a solid state alpha detector from the other side. The
alpha detector measures the radon/thoron levels in the sample to provide
a measure of the contribution of these daughter products to the beta
particulate levels. The beta measurement can then be corrected by subtracting a factored amount of the alpha measurement from it. This
technique tends to nullify the effects of fluctuating radon/thoron levels
in the beta particulate measurement. Gamma background is measured by an
energy-compensated Geiger-Mueller (GM) detector (see medium range noble gas
monitoring, below). Since gamma radiation affects beta measurement, this
is also subtracted from the beta particulate measurement.
The charcoal cartridge is monitored by a 211 x 211 Na!(Tl) gamma
scintillation detector. A single-channel analyzer (SCA) is used, calibrated to the 364 Kev energy of I-131. An additional SCA calibrated to
energy above the I-131 energy provides a measure of background in the iodine
Hindow; this measurement can be subtracted to nullify the effects of a fluctuating background.

it
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Noble gas measurement is performed by several detectors viewing a
sample volume. The low and medium range detectors view the same volume;
the high range detector views a separate sample volume made from 1 stainless steel tubing.
11

Low range noble gas monitoring is performed by a beta scintillation
detector. Gamma background is subtracted (see medium range noble gas
monitoring, below).
Medium range noble gas monitoring is performed by an energy-compensated
GM whose output is proportional to the gamma emission of the sample. An
identical detector is provided in the sampler shield to measure external
background at the sampler. The effects of a fluctuating external background on the medium range noble gas channel, and on low range noble gas
channel and beta particulate channel, are nullified by subtracting the
background measurement.
High range noble gas monitoring is performed by an energy-compensated
GM detector monitoring a section of 1'' stainless steel tubing. The detector
output is proportional to the gamma emission of the sample.
A radiation detector assembly mounted on the SPING measures the gamma
field at the instrument. This area detector ts an energy-compensated GM
tube calibrated in radiation dose rate.
Check sources are provided for some channels as listed in Table 7.6.2:2.
TABLE 7.6.2:2
CHECK SOURCES FOR SPING
Channel
Number
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8

9

Check Source
~

Beta particulate
Alpha particulate
Iodine (gamma) .
Iodine subtraction (gamma)
Beta gas (low rg. noble gas)
Gamma area
Gamma gas (med. rg. noble gas)
Gamma background
Gamma gas ( high rg . noble gas)

Content (uCi)

Isotope

30

Cs-137

0.5

Ba-133

30
0.5

Cs-137
Sr-90 - Y-90

0.5

Sr-90 - Y-90

~
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7.6.2.5

Reactor Building Air Monitoring

7.6.2.5.1 Design Basis
The reactor building air monitoring system is designed to provide
automatic initiation of the standby gas treatment system and isolation of
the normal reactor building ventilation when the concentration of radioactive
materials in the ventilation exhaust exceeds levels prescribed in 10CFR20.
7.6.2.5.2 Description
The reactor building air monitoring system continuously monitors the
reactor building air in two locations -- in the ventilation exhaust plenum
and on the refueling floor near the spent fuel pool. There are two channels
of instrumentation in each location. Each channel includes:
1.

Geiger-Mueller tube (sensor and converter)

2.

Indicator and trip unit

3.

Low and high voltage power supply

4.

Auxiliary trip unit

5.

Shared recorder

A high radiation level trip on any monitor, or downscale trips on both
monitors in a given location, will initiate reactor building ventilation
system shutdown and startup-of the standby gas treatment system for the
affected unit. The reactor building ventilation monitoring system is
completely redundant, i.e. meets the single failure criteri'on for active
components.
The range of the vent duct monitors is .01 to 100 mr/hr. The range
of the fuel pool monitors is 1 to 1,000,000 mr/hr. All channels are
indicated, alarmed, and recorded in the control room; the vent duct monitors
share a two pen recorder, the fuel pool monitors share a multipoint recorder.
This equipment is designed for a mean time bet\'/een failure of 1 year
per point or channel. This includes the power supply, etc.
Power is supplied from the 120v reactor protection system buses. For
each pair of monitors, one channel is powered from one RPS bus, and the
other channel from the other RPS bus.
This power is very stable, but in the event of a power failure a downscale alarm will occur in the control room to inform the operator. Should
one of the power supplies fail such that no downscale alarm is annunciated,
the one remaining power supply and its associated monitors will still give
positive indication and a one-out-two trip for standby gas treatment syst~n
initiation.

·1
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7.6.2.5.3 Design Evaluation
The reactor building air monitoring system is set to isolate the
reactor building ventilation and start the standby gas treatment system
upon detection of a refueling accident. The refueling accident offers
the greatest potential for radioacti~e release via the reactor building
ventilation exhaust. The high level setpoint is chosen sufficiently
above refueling operations background radiation level to avoid spurious
trips, but low enough to trip from the radiation level resulting from the
design basis refueling accident.
The refueling accident is evaluated in Section 14.2.2; the reactor
building air monitoring system is effective in preventing radioactive
release in excess of lOCFRlOO limitations.
The sensitivity, accuracy, and range capability of the reactor building
air monitors permit the monitor to detect radioactivity increases in the
reactor building ventilation. The monitors are selected with physical and
electrical characteristics permitting them to function in the reactor
building ventilation environment.
Failure of a monitor which results in a downscale trip will not prevent isolation of the reactor building ventilation and initiation of the
standby gas treatment system when the other monitor detects a high radiation
level.
Calibration and testing of the monitor is provided by built-in, electronic calibration equipment.
7.6.2.6

Reactor Building Ventilation Stack Monitoring

7.6.2.6.1 Design Bases
In order that the operator be continuously aware of activity being
released from the plant, the reactor building vent stack monitoring system
is designed to:
1.

Continuously monitor, indicate, and record the radioactivity level
of the exhaust air discharged from the vent stack to the atmosphere,
including particulate, iodine, and noble gases, during both normal
operating conditions and for the worst postulated accident release
rate.

2.

Alarm in the control room if the vent stack effluent radioactivity
level exceeds the limit given in Technical Specification 3.8.A.2.

7.6.2.6.2 Description
The vent stack monitor is a sin$le multirange separate particulate,
iodine, and noble gas monitor (SPING) identical to that described for the
chimney in Section 7.6.2.

7.6.2-14
7.6.2.6.3 Design Evaluation
The vent stack monitor has sufficient range to monitor the reactor
building ventilation air exhausting from the stack under nonnal operating
conditions and for the worst postulated accident release rate. The monitor
supplements the indication provided by the reactor building air monitoring
system for each unit; reactor building isolation and startup of the standby
gas treatment system can be manually initiated by the operator if the
automatic functions of the reactor building air monitoring system fail.
7.6.2.7

Process Liquid Monitoring System (RBCCW and Service Water)

On process streams that nonnally discharge to the environs, process
liquid radiation monitors are provided to indicate when operational limits
for the nonnal release of radioactive material to the environs are exceeded.
On process streams that do not discharge to the environs, process liquid
radiation monitors are provided to indicate process system malfunctions by
detecting the accumulation of radioactive material in a normally uncontaminated sys tern.
This· section (7.6.2.7) describes the monitors for the reactor· building
closed cooling water (RBCCW) and the service water systems. Since· the
monitoring system for liquid radioactive waste discharge is quite different,
(even though it is technically a process liquid monitor), it is described
separately in Section 7.6.2.8 which follows:
7.6.2.7.1 Design Basis
The process liquid monitoring system continuously measures, indicates,
and records the radioactivity concentration levels of major process system
streams. The monitors alann when the radiation level in these streams
either:
1.

Approaches limitation for station discharge, or

2.

Indicates failure of a process system to retain radioactive

7.6.2.7.2 Description (Figure 7.6.2:4)
The following process liquid streams are monitored continuously, and
the radioactivity concentration levels are indicated continuously, recorded
intermittently, and alanned:
1.

Reactor building closed cooling \'later system (1 channel)

2.

Service water system discharge (1 channel)

,,,

•
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Each process liquid monitJr incorporates one channel of instrumentation
consisting of:
1.

A scintillation crystal-photomultiplier counter,

2.

A linear count rate-meter,

3.

Continuous strip chart recorder,

4.

Trip auxiliaries, and

5.

Control room alarm.

At each mounting installation, a scintillation detector is located in
a shielded sampler which is positioned on a vertical section of the process
liquid piping. A vertical section of the piping is used to minimize background radiation level due to plate out.
Trip circuits are also included to indicate
of fission and radioactive corrosion products so
to prevent the accidental release or transfer of
materials. Monitoring of these systems can also
tional tool to detect failures or leaks in other

off-normal concentrations
that action can be taken
highly radioactive
be utilized as an· operaplant process systems.

The service \"ater is used to cool normally non-radioactive areas such
as air compressors, turbine auxiliary systems, pump bearings, etc., and to
cool the reactor building closed cooling water (RBCCW) via a heat exchanger.
A significant increase in the radiation level (1-2 decades) may indicate
that a major leak in the system has occurred. The control room alarm
will be actuated if the service water should become contaminated to a level
which would produce 1/100 of the 10CFR20 liquid waste discharge limits from
a direct radiation viewpoint.
The reactor building closed cooling water system is primarily utilized
to provide cooling for potentially contaminated areas such as the reactor
concrete shielding, non-regenerative heat exchanger, and recirculation pumps.
The syster:i normally contains activity due to activation of added corrosion
inhibiters and the use of contaminated condensate as make up water. Changes
in the normal radiation levels could signify the presence of leaks of radioactive water into the system.
Readout from each channel consists of a seven decade meter display.
The service \'later discharge monitoring system and the reactor building
closed cooling water monitoring system share a two pen recorder.

...
'

,
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7.6.2.7.3 Design Evaluation
The process liquid monitoring system provides seven decade monitoring.
The lowest decade is established below the normal background of the monitored
system. The alarm point is based upon the normal~ full power, operating
background, but is considerably less than the discharge limit. Table
7.6.2:1 lists specific data pertaining to the sensitivities and accuracies
of the monitoring equipment.
7.6.2.8

Liquid Radioactive Waste Discharge Monitoring

7.6.2.8.1 Design Basis
The process liquid monitoring system continuously measures, indicates,
and records the radioactivity concentration levels of major process system
streams .. The monitors alarm when the radiation level is these streams
either:
1.

Approaches limitation for station discharge, or

2.

Indicate fa.ilure of a process system to retain radioacitve fluids.

7.6.2.8.2 Description
Liquid radioactive waste is discharged infrequently, the goal of the
station is to keep radioactive releases to the enviorns to a minimum. The
large volume of water which must be processed during a refueling outage, or
excessive chemical contamination or high conductivity which cannot be economically removed, occasionally necessitates a discharge. Liquid releases
are made on a batch basis from a tank which has been isolated so that no
additional water may be inadvertantly discharged. The tank is recirculated
to assure representative sampling. A sample is analyzed for beta-gamma
activity to determine the needed discharge rate to achieve an acceptable
dilution. The batch is discharged into the circulating water leaving the
plant. The radioactivity level in the ciculating water leaving the plant
site will be less than the applicable maximum permissible concentration
(MPC) given in 10CFR20 Appendix C. Further dilution will occur when the
water leaves the discharge canal and enters the river.
The radwaste discharge monitor is an off-line sampling type monitor.
1-Jhen a discharge is· to be made, the rad\'laste operator valves in the monitor
and energizes th~ instrumentation.
The monitor draws~ continuous sample from the exiting circulating
water. The sample passes through a shielded chamber where it is monitored
and then is returned to the circulating water.
The instrumention consists of:
1.

Na! scintillation detector,

2.

Float type flow indicator downstream of detector,

."
"?.:'

•
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3.

High radiation/loss of power annunciation in radwaste control
room,

4.

Low flow/loss of power annunciation in radwaste control room,

5.

Recorder,

6.

Grab sampling station with automatically operated solenoid valve.

If the high radiation trip point is exceeded, a grab sample is automatically obtained. A solenoid operated valve is opened for a set period
of time to allow part of the sample flow leaving the detector to flow into
a grab sample container. There is no provision for automatic termination
of the discharge to the circulating water or of the sample flow to the
monitor. The radwaste operator will investigate the cause of any alarm
and take appropriate action.
7.6.2.8.3 Design Evaluation
The procedure for liquid radioactive waste discharge to the river;
and the low flow and loss of power alarms for the off-line monitor, will
assure that liquid radioactive waste discharges are monitored and that the
activity in the water leaving the discharge canal and entering the river
will be within the federal limit for non-occupational use.
The use of applicable procedures assures that the valve lineup for the
discharge will be correct. After initiating the discharge the lineup can
be further verified by noting level drop in the affected tank.
7.6.2.9

Isolation Condenser Vent Monitoring

7.6.2.9.1 Design Basis
The isolation condenser vent monitor is designed to detect and warn
the operator of a tube leak. To meet the design requirement, the shell
side vent monitor must record the radioactivity of the vent effluent and
alarm if a preset level is exceeded.
7.6.2.9.2 Description
Monitoring of gross radiation is provided at the isolation condenser
vent line by two redundant channels of instrumentation. Each channel is
powered from one of the RPS buses. The amplifiers associated with the
detectors are logarithmic with a range of 0.1 to 1000 mr/hr. The detectors
are identical to those used for the area radiation monitoring system. The
output of each monitor is indicated and recorded in the control room. When
the gross activity in the condenser vent line reaches a preset level
(indicating tube leaks in the isolation condenser) an alarm is sounded.
Failure of the monitoring equipment, either upscale or downscale, is annunciated.

1.·'

•

7.7.2-4
The actions in group 2 are initiated by any one of the following conditions:
1.

Reactor 1O'I'/

2.

High drywell pressure.

Group 3:

~va ter

1eve1 , or

A reactor low water level signal initiates the following:

1.

Cleanup demineralizer system isolation, and

2.

Shutdown cooling system isolation.

Group 4: Isolation valves in the high pressure coolant injection
(HPCI) are closed upon any one of the following signals:
1.

HPCI steam line high flow,

2.

High temperature in the vicinity of the HPCI steam line, or

3.

Low reactor pressure.

Group 5: Isolation valves associated with the isolation condenser
are closed upon indication of either high isolation condenser steam or
condensate fl ow.
Miscellaneous:
The recirculation pumps trip on a reactor low-low level signal or a
reactor high pressure signal by opening of the field breakers.
The torus and drywell ACAD system lines for dilution air injection
isolate on high drywell pressure.
7.7.2.2.3

Instrumentation

Reactor water level ressure sensors are identical to those utilized
in the reactor protection system Section 7.7.1) and described in Section
7.5.
High flow is sensed by indicating differential pressure switches
operating from flow restrictor devices. Each main steam line has one
flow restrictor: four separate differential pressure switches operate
across each flow restrictor, providing an input from each flow restrictor
into each logic subchannel. A trip is actuated by a high differential
pressure, indicating high flow. Two differential pressure switches sense.
HPCI steam line flow; either switch can cause HPCI isolation. The isolation condenser system has two flow measuring points, one in the steam
line and the other in the condensate return line. Two differential pressure
switches are used at each point; any one of the four switches can cause
isolation.
Steam 1ine tunnel temperatures are sensed by 16 bimetal 1ic temperature
switches. Four switches are used in each instrumentation subchannel. High
temperature is indicative of a steam line break.

:t
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PROCESS COMPUTER

7 .11

INTRODUCTION .

··7~1i.1

. This. section' contains inf~nnation on the- process computer 'programs,
.
. . the function ;of the process computer~. the operation of its. major c:,pmpone_n_ts.
and the ·different kinds of programs comprising the computer software. · - ··
Section7.11.3 describes in more detail the.computer equipment (excluding
rod worth minimizer hardware) with v1hich the plant operator wil 1 be· primarily
concerned, and provides functional descriptions and operating instructions
for the Nuclear Steam System~ Balance of Plant, and Scan, Log and. Alann
programs·.
.

. ·a

~. .••

.. .
·.

· ·

..

,
· ·

',

. .

;

.

. 7;11.2

SYSTEW DESCRIPTIOlt ..

. t~lLZ.1

System Fun~:tion .·. · •.

. ·,
,._

.·

. The GE~PAC4020 Process Computer System provides: on-1 i ne monitoring ,.
of over· 1500 input points (digital, analog, and pulse). representing.
significant plant process variables. The system scans digital and analog
inputs at specified intervalS and issues appropriate alann indications and · ·
messages _if monitored analog values exceed predefined limits or i:f digital
trip signals occur. It pet'.'fonns calculations with select.ed· input:.data to·
provide· t_he opera tor :with essenti aT core· perfonnance fofonna.t;Jon-~ through .. ·. . .
'' . . a<:variety. of: 1ogs., '.trends, .summaries ;'-,ancf ·otrer:··type~rittem. da·tci-:a·rrays ~ . _: :·:: ; :·~.
· _· ... C~omputer.)fotpu,t~ also tncllid~-various~ront.parieldi-splays·~.status_indt.:..::· .. : . '.
. cations, af!d .. (if the rod worth minimizer program is fn force} roQ .blocks . "- ....
or pennissives wh.ich forc'e• adherence to a predetennir:ied ··sequence of ~o.ntrol : : '
· rod withdrawal 5;•or _i.nsertions~•.. By making· a wide· range of· plant ·performance;,.
data immediately available, the computer greatly increases the speed with
which operating personnel can respond to changing plant conditions. It
thereby contributes significantly to the maintenance of optimum core p_ower
..,
distribution, economical utili.zation of the nuclear fuel, and.overall plant
.
operating efficiency.
·
'•

· 7.1L2.2
.

Computer
Hardware
.
.
.
.

. .

. .

.

. A sirnplifi.ed ·block diagram of the process ·computer fs ·shown in Figure

7.11~2:1.

An~log volt~ge and current inputs representing reactor flux
leve.ls, flows, pressures, temperatures, and power levels are applied to the·
analog input scanner. Digital (contact closure) inputs- for both units, ·
which include various trips andalanils, TIP .system signals,con:trol rod
.
posit.ions~ and rod. worth minim-izer (RWM) inputs, are applied to the digital
input· scanner~.
·

-~---.

· PiJl se inputs- for TIP positions and _,gross generator energy are applied
directly to the central processor. The processor perfonns the calculations
.·required for the program being run, assigns priorities to the various pro-·
grams and computer functions, and contains a core melitory which, together
. with an external bulk (drum) memory,. provides for data storage~ Computer·
·commands arid input data originating at the computer operator's consoles or
RWM components are routed through the digital input scanner to the central
proc_es·sor.

..

.i
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e·

. Control signals are applied from the central processor to the input
·scanners via the analog and digital input controllers to select the inputs
required for operating programs. The selected inputs are then routed to
the central. processor .. An analog-to~digital converter changes the analog
. inputs to a digital form usable by the computer. ·Program messages, logs,
. etc.' (ire routed to the appropriate· output typer and/or paper tape punch
by the peripheral buffer, which also interfaces inputs from the I/0 typers
or paper tape reader with the computer. Other program outputs from the
central processor are distributed by the multiple output controller to
controls and ini;li ca tors on .the operator• s consoles and RWM operator• s
panels; to the RWM output buffers; to the TIP and rod position infonnation (RPIS) systems: and to the analog generator, which converts digital
data into· analog sign_als that drive the remotely· mounted trend recorders ..:·.
The RWM o~tptJt buffers al so receive data and control inputs from
the RWM' operator 1.s p(lnels ·and .reactor::.power ]eve] ·signals from the .... · ·
feed water control systems: for· the two units. The output buffers apply
rod blocks or permissfves for the associated unit to the control rod
drive systems as directed by the rod \'/Orth ini.nimizer program.
7.11.2.3

!.' ..

.'•-'.

·'·

,.·
~

. . :·,.,

.

·<· • . •

·.·--····
..

.'

.

- .

·.
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-

.

. ·-

···.c

Computer Software

Software ts a term· used to designate all.the-programs, subrout:ir)es, •.
and·.·functionsus·ed.with a:-'particular computer system. A_program.1s:a set .
·:.:~ .. of · ins:truct.i ons_ ·plaGed· in. ·compute,r. memory which: de.fines:· a'._specifi_c:-f[J.nc:tioria:t. ·
.· ,, _:task and. sets for.th:, the methods by whi_ch the. computer is ·to acc'omplfsh;.i:'t~ ':'.· (A subroutine. is~ a similar set of: .instructions defining a more-circumscribed .
or generalized procedure which, since. it may 'be· required for a number of · ·~ ·
different functfonal operations, is placed in computer memory as a discrete·
entity to· be cal.led for as needed by an -operating program~· A ftinction is:
a still more circumscribed set of instructions defining a single calculation"
which can be called from memory and used by an operating ·program or sub-. ·
· .. routine. The.GE-PAC 4020 software can .be divided into the following functional catergories:. ·
· ·
·

.,
't

r

:

~.

•• '.'

"•.

7.11.2.3.1. Real Time Multiprogramming Operating System (RTMOS) Programs.

These programs, which are also collectively referred to as the monitor
program, are covered in the applicable programming manual$ provided by the
computer hardware supplier._ Theit basic purpose is to achieve operating
·efficiency through time-sharing of computer hardware by concurrently operating ·programs. The RTMOS programs perform the following sp.ecific f_unctions:

.e

a.

Real-time priority assignment and schedui i ng of functional programs
•via. the· Executive·. Control Program (ECP}

b.

Scanning of input ·po.ints that represent internal computer operating
paramete.rs

c..

Signal processing, error detection and alarming, ·and corrective
action routines required for support of process input/output
functions .

i

i
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8.2.2-7
(c)

Motor Control Centers to Supply Power for the Standby Gas Treatment System Components

(d)

Acid and Caustic Transfer Pump Motors and Controls

An analysis was made to determine the response of the external power
grid to the sudden loss of both Dresden Uni ts 2 & 3 (the worst case as
compared to the loss of only one unit); and the effects on the availability
of off-site power. The conclusion. of this study is that the external power
system will be able to supply the station requirements continuously both
immediately af.ter the loss of both uni ts and later when generation on the
power system is readjusted to make up the lost generation.
Figures 8.2.2:4a and 8.2.2:5a show the power flows in the Dresden area
and between utilities surrounding the Commonwealth Edison system before the
loss of the Dresden generation. These calculations were made by a digital
computer load flow program and simulate projected peak load conditions on
the interconnected system in 1982.
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Components used for this system include: General Electric Type !AV
relays for the detection of bus under-voltage; General Electric Type HFA,
HGAand HEA ~uxiliary relays for necessary multiplication of contacts to
achieve simultaneous functions; General Electric Type CR2820 motor driven ,
timing relays and General Electric Type SB-1 or SBM control switches.
These electrical. devices are of the heavy duty industrfal type, conservativelj rated and applied, .and with which there have been many years of
excellent operating experience. All control power c001es fr001 the. 125 volt
· de system supplied fr001 the station battery .. · The loads supplied· by the
diesel generator system are grouped.into two mai.n categories as follows:·
.

·. 1.
·..

·2'~.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

'

..

Loads req!Jired for accident conditions, which· start automatically
upon restoratio.n of bus voltage by .the diesel generator system ..
"'.·Loads required for safe shutdownconditions, .which a·re started
· either aut6matically or manually._ ·
· ·
·

The first and second category loads will be connected to the 4160 volt
buses (23~1 or 24-1) or to the associated 48b. volt buses (28 or 29) .. Other
loads may. .be connected by the statio'n operators through normally open,
manually operated breakers. This arrangement reduces connected loads to a
practical_ minimum without eliminating the ability to select alternate- loa:ds·.
...·.
·.t

.:·

.'

. . -- ..

· . .,·.

...

·

- . . . '·

The fblTo~ing:tables ind.icate examples of l'oads. und~~·the two'.categorfes:
connected·· to the. d'i esel generator· system. Durfrig; accident cond.iti:ons;·. two':.::·
.di es el g_enerato·rs·. are. used.Jar: redunda·nc·y •. , Table. 8. 2.• 3: L Tis ts .the· loads:· ""'. which are:· on each diesel generator·~
· ·
" ·

·<; .,· {
<" .
-·

.;,:
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The core spray pump motors are rated at 800 hp each with a service
factor of 1.15. A service factor (or use factor) is used to define the
operating limits beyond which deleterious effects to the motor can be
expected. Thus, if a pump is rated at 800 hp with a service factor of
1.15 then deleterious effects to the motor can be expected if the motor
··is operated beyond 920 hp. The calculated BHP of the core spray pump
motor required at full load is 868 hp. The LPCI pump motors are rated
at 700 hp each with a service factor of 1.0 and the calculated BHP for
each of these pumps at fu.11 load is 600 hp. Table 8.2.2:4 indicates the
name plate rating of the pump motors whereas Table 8.2.3:1 shows the
estimated brake
hp requirements for each
pump.
·
.
.
TABLE 8.2.3:2
SHUTDOWN LOADS NECESSARY FOR MAINTENANCE OF SAFE
SHUTDOWN CONDITIONS (CATEGORY 2) ·
Estimated bhp
1.

.Four Drywell Cooling Blowers

2. Reactor Building Cooling Water Systen

3. ServH:e Water Pump
4 ... Emergency _AC Lighting
5 •...· 480 V _Transformer .Loss.es . . .
. _ .
6 •. · Essential· Instr1J!11entation and Batter.Y. Charger
7. ·.. Diesel Auxiliaries- (Cooling Water· Pu.mp, Fuel
· Transfer Pump., and Starting Air Compressor)

Required·

300 (30 each)
270
950
30 .
15; .
. 67·' .·...
37·
. .'

,

, '

1669 · bhp total

= (1669

kw required

bhp x .746)/Motor eff. Q•. 93

= 1340

kw

OTHER CONNECTED -LOADS
In addition to supplying the loads- listed above, the diesel-generator.
systen is available~ on a manua-1 basis, to feed other loads including
essentially all of the equipment on buses 23, 24, 23 1J, and 24.,.1 of the
4160 volt sys ten and lower voltage systsns connected to the 4160 volt. .
systems. The connections of such other loads must be made with_ regard ·
.
.
. to overload. restrittions.

,,.,.··
/'

........

. --

..

-

~

-I .!
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D.

Diesel Generator Room Cooling

A diesel generator cooling water pump is used to supply coolant to the
diesel generator and also to three emergency room air coolers for the reactor
building and the HPCI building. (The cooling water itself is obtained from
the service water system.) Electrical power for the pump motor is supplied
by the di es el generator upon loss of nonnal ac power. The motor has:. a 1.15
service factor and is rated at 37 hp. The emergency air cooler fans are
al so connected to the diesel generator and have a total hp rating of 25.
The diesel. generator/ECCS room cool i,ng system is schematJcal.ly shown
in Figure· 8.2:3:2. Each diesel generator· cooling water pump.is supplied·
pov1erby the diesel generator itself.
·
·
E.

Standby

Li~uid

Contr61

.
This system does not require external cooling or power for such
..·cooling.
8. 2 .3. 2

·

Station

B~tteries

·

A total of three (250 volt, 125 volt and 48/24 volt) station battery
systems. are provided for each unit. One 250 volt 11 power 11 battery is, provided
. to serve' the Targ~r loads such· as de motor dri~en pumps~ valves, ,ett.. One:.·
125. volt. 11 contro1 11 · .battery, is provided. to supply 'the power required. for. exJt · ....
. ·right fog: and aTJ de control functi.ons such: as·. thaJ required. fOr'. .. C'ontrol 0( ': .· :. · ..'.'
:' · ·the ·4 kv· break.ers·~ 480 volt breakers, va rfous control. relays~ annund a tors, · ·
·. ·etc. Two 48/24 volt batteries are provided to supply- the neu.tron monitorfng'
system, and the. stack gas, radwaste dfscha·rge, off-gas a·nd process.
·.
· ··
radi atton moni to.rs.
·
The 250 volt, 125 volt and 48/24 volt batteries are located in a
ventilated battery room having· concrete block walls.
· 8'•. 2. 3. 2.1

:~

.

250 Volt DC System

The 250 volt station battery is sized with a capacity suitable to supply
emergency. power for a time deemed adequate to safeguard the plant until
nonnal sources of power are restored. Units· 2 & 3 each have one 250 volt
battery charger and a third charger is shared between the units as a backup.
The 200 amp· battery ~hargers have a capacity suitable for restoring the
·battery to full charge under nonnal load (estimated at 35 amps) in a time.
· commensurate wi~h the recommendations of the battery manufactu.rer
·
(approximately 14 hours).
The charg~rs are powered from separate ac buses. These buses are
arranged: so that they ca:n be connected to any source of ac power available··
· in the plant, including the· diesel generator..
·
The. 250 volt system is arranged so that more than one fa·Hure is
req\Ji red before nonnal pl ant needs are not served.
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All of the loads nonnally connected to the 250 volt de system can be
supplied by either charger. The chargers can be powered from multiple
sources of station auxiliary power including the diesel generator. Buses
are arranged to al low for alternate. paths to other systems throughout the
plant where redundancy is employed. The aggregate system is so arranged
and powered that the probability of system failure due to loss of250volt
de power is very low~ Al 1 of the systems either self-annunciate upon
failure or are periodically tested in service. to-discover faults.
_ The 250 volt battery system operates ungrounded with a ground detector
alann set to annunc.iate-upon·the. first ground. Furthermore, a recording
voltmeter produces a written record of' the time and resistance of any ground
fault. Thus multiple grounds, the only reasonable mode of failure, are
extremely unlikely~ The normal mode of battery fa.ilure i-s a single cell
deterioration which i_s si.gnal led· wel 1 . in advance by the routine tests
which are perfonned regularly on the battery.
_ Two heavy duty buses (one in the· turbine building and one in the
reactor building) furnish pm..,er to the various loads (as shown in: Figure.
8.2.2:1), most of which are connected only in an emergency condition. In
general~ these loads are ma~or loads such as back-up isolation valves and
emergency lube oil pumps where the .power source is the main battery. Removable copper links have· been provided such that the power.supply to the:
reactor bui.l ding bus can be manually tra·ns ferred
the unit 2 b~ttery
(normal.
source)
to
the
unh.
J
battery
(reserve:.
sour_ce:).
·
.
. ,·'
.
..
.. · ..

from

.

'

~

.

·..

'

·-~

...

..
The _stati.on battery-is;s·ized to -carry its requtred.conneeted::1oad for.
efght· hours. w.ithout recharging. The· design capacity of ·eacti battery: is 913 ·,-.
ampere-hours. The follow.ing direct :connected._ loads are- included: . -

..

TABLE 8.2 ..3:3
250 VOLT DC BATTERY LOADINGS
250 Volt DC- Battery Loads
Estimated . Power Regu i red

Service
.

.

1

AC Essential Bus MMG Set
.
2. Emergency turbine bearing oil pump·
3. HPCI turbine auxiliary oil pump
4. HPCI' turbine emergency bearing oil pump
5. Emergency generator H2 sear ·oil pump ·.
6. HPCI turbine turning gear
7.. HPCI turbine gland steam condenser exhauster
8. Recirculation pump MG set coastdown lube pumps (2)
9. M.O~ valves at 3.7 hp each. (28)
10 . HPCI .turbine gland seal condenser hotwel 1 drain· pump
1.

Time
Dura ti on

50
40
40
7 •. 5

7.5
1.5
0.3
1.0
103
3.0

hp
hp
hp
hp
hp
hp
hp
hp
hp.
hp

.lwnT be changed to Essential Service System- Uninteruptible Power Supply
(sol id-state rectifier/inverter in pl ace of MMG set).

0.5 hrs
0.5 hrs
(3) 1 min.starts
4.0 hrs·
2.0 hrs··.
4.0 hrs
4. 0 hrs ·
0.5 hrs
1. 0 min.•
4.0 hrs

-,
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125 Volt DC System

. The 125 volt station battery is sized. with a capacity suitable to supply
emergency power ·for a time deemed adequate to safeguard the plant uritil normal
. sources of power are restore.d. Units 2 & 3 eac:h have two 125 volt battery
· chargers;·one bf each pair isa backup.· The 15 kw battery chargers have· a
capacity suitable for restoring the battery to full charge under normal
load. (estimated at 69 amps) in a time commensurate with the recommendations.
of the battery manufacturer (approximately 14 hrs).
:

.

.

.

ac

.

The chargers are powered from sepa.rate
buses. ~.These buses. are
· . arranged so that they can be connected to any valid source· of ac power
. available· in the plant, including. the diesel generator..
.
The 125 volt system :is arranged so, that. more· than one fanlure is
·required before normal plant needs are not served.
All of the loads nonnally connected to the 125 volt de system can be
supplied by either charger. The cha.rgers can be powered from multiple
·sources bf station auxiliary power including the diesel generator. Buses
are arranged to al low for alternate paths fo other systems throughout the
plant \I/here redundancy is employed. The aggregate sys.tern is so arranged
·.and powered that the probabt.1 ity of ·system fa nu:re· due, to .loss. of 125 volt
·de po_wer i's very Tow.. All. of the. systems e,i ther ,self-ar:munciate upon
Jailure· or cari be: periodically. tested in service- to di·scover. faults. · ·.

. ';

1

.,

··.·.a
..
..

batfery.system··~perate~·.un~,r~~nde,d~·with ~ground

'·.

: 7·,

. . · The-1.25 volt.
de:tecto·i: .· •. ,
. al ann set to annunciate upon the. first ground. ·In addJ ti on, the ground fau·lt
··resistance,. and the· time at which a ground fault occurs, is recorded by.a
recording volt meter. Thus multiple grounds, the only reasonaole mode of
_failure, are extremely unlikely. The· nonnal mode of battery -fa.ilure is
a single eel 1. deterioration which is signal led well in advance by the.
routine tests wh.ich are perfonned .regularry on the battery. ·
The station battery is an integral· pa.rt of the 125 volt de. system which.
includes the battery chargers, breakers, buses~ and other auxiliaries. See
Figure 8.2.2:2. The 125 volt de distribution system is divided into three
buses as fo 11 ows:
a ..
· ·b.

c.

Turbine building main bus.
Turbine building. reserve bus.
Reactor building bus ..

The followfog descrfpt.ion is for· Uni-t 2 and .fs also typical for Unft 3~

·-e

The Unit 2 Turbine building Main Bus No. 2 is supplied from the Unit 2
battery and is the nonnal source of co.ntrol power for Unit 2 main control
room panels, relay panels, 4 kv and 480 volt switchgear (in the Turbine.
Building), Reactor Building Bus No.· 2, and _the Unit 3 Turbine Building
Reserve Bus No.. 3. It is the reser\te· source of control power to· the Unit 2
Tu.rbine Building Reserve Bus No. 2 and supplies· the-Turbine and.Radwaste
Building escape· lighting.

•.
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.e.

The Unit 2 Reactor Building Bus No. 2 is nonnally supplied from the
Unit 2 Turbine Building Main Bus No. 2 (as described above) and is the
nonnal source of control power for the Unit 2 4160 volt switchgear 23-1
and 480 volt switchgear No. 28, Reactor Building escape lighting; etc.
It is the reserve source of control power to Unit 2 4160 volt switchgear 24-1 and 480 volt switchgear 29.
The Unit 2 Turbine Building Reserve Bus No ..2 is nonnally supplied
. from the Unit 3 Turbine Building Main Bus No. 3 and ·is the normal source.
of control power for 4 kv switchgear 24-1 and 480 volt Switchgear 29 and
all of the Turbine Building control buses for Unit 2.
Note that the. control power for one set of reactor building· switchgear
·is com pl eteiy independent (including the ba·ttery) from·· the control power to·.
the. other set of swi.tchgear in the reactor bu.ilding.
·
The 125. volt battery discharge rating is 62.3 amperes for 8 hours
(498 ampere hours) .. The battery is s-ized to carry the fol lowing loads for
the time periods as indicated:
·TABLE 8.2.3:4
125 VOLT DC BATTERY LOADINGS
.

.

.

.

.

-~.:· ·.-

· Direct Connected >Ldads
1.. Escape· lighting · .

...· ·... '

125 Volt DC Battery toads
· Estimated: Power Regu.ired ·

.
2.•. Annunciator relay cabinet & visual anriu,ndator
3. Indicating lamps and auxiliary relays·
· 4. Plant sirens
5. Electromatic relief valves ·
6. Trip (4) 345 Kv d.C.B.
7. Trip (1) Generator fi.eld breaker
8. Trip (~O) 480/4160 Kv A.C.B.
9. Turbine main trip solenoid
10. Close (4) 4160 A.C.B.
11. Standby di es el generator field fl ashing
12. HPCI turbine controls
{)
13. TIP system shear valves
14. HPCI Turbine drain valves

·. 8. 16 kw
LO Kw
· · 2. 0 Kw
. 2.0 Kw

.

8.2.3.2.3

9·

. ftmp &. . ·..
' Duratfon

. 65 amp/4hr.
· 8 amp/3hf.
16 amp/3hr ..
15 amp/lOmin
30 amp/15min .
120 amp/lmi n
10 amp/lmin
120 amp/lmin. ·
. 10 amp/lmin
40 · amp/lmi n
140 amp/lmi n
5 amp/4hrs
50 amp/lmin
5 amp/4hrs

Nuclear Instument Supply Systems 48/24 Volts DC

The e·lectrical supply for .the source range monitor and' jntennediate
·range monitor systems, a.nd the stack gas, radwaste discharge, and off-gas
radiation monitors~ consists of two duplicate 48/24 volt. 3 wire, grounded
neutral systems. See Figure 8.-2 •.8':3. Each system consists of two 24 volt,.
80 ampere hour (8 hour· rate) ba.tteries in series and· connected to a ·de
distribution panel. There: are two silicon rectifier type 25 ampere battery
charge rs .on- ea ch sys tern, one of which is· connected to· ea ch of the:. 24 vol t
batteries •. The source of power for the· battery chargers is the 120 volt
ac instrument bus. Ea.ch 48/24 volt system is equipped- with under-voltage
and over'"'voltage alanns. The battery chargers are· capable of completely·
recharging the battery in approximately 8.5 hours while simu~taneousTy
supplying the nonnal continuous load, estimated at 15 amperes.
i

I
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Refueling

In preparation for refueling, the concrete shield plugs in the reactor
cavity and the transfer canal are removed by the reactor building crane.
The drywell head, head insulation, and reactor vessel head are removeq,
using the same crane.
The steam dryer assembly is moved to the dryer/separator storage pit.
The steam separator assembly is unbolted from the core structure using a
special hand tool. Contaminated demineralized water from any of several
sources as convenient is pumped into the reactor until the reactor cavity
and the dryer/separator storage pit are flooded to the normal level of the
fuel storage pool. The steam separator assembly is then transferred to the
dryer/separator storage pit.
The reactor cleanup system is operated to assure sufficient water
clarity for fuel moving, then the fuel storage pool gates are removed.
Spent fuel is removed from the reactor, using the main fuel grapple, and
placed in racks in the fuel storage pool. The same equipment is used to
transfer the new fuel from the fuel storage pool to the reactor. The racks
in which fuel assemblies are placed are designed and arranged to ensure
sub-criticality in the pool.
At the completion of reactor refueling, the fuel storage pool gates
are set back in place. The steam separator assembly is returned to the
reactor. The water in the dryer/separator storage pit and reactor cavity
is pumped down to the reactor vessel flange. The steam separator assembly
is bolted down and the steam dryer assembly, reactor vessel head, insulation,
drywell head, and concrete shield blocks are replaced.
During and after refueling operations, some fuel channels may be removed
from the fuel using the underwater channeling equipment. Fuel channels on
spent fuel may be taken off and put onto new fuel, or swapped with those on
partially spent fuel, if they are relatively undeformed (i.e. not bowed,
bulging, or twisted past certain limits). Channels which can no longer be
used are temporarily stored in the pool and eventually disposed of off-site
as solid radwaste.
If the spent fuel is to be moved off-site, a spent fuel shipping cask
is set into the pool using the reactor building crane. The spent fuel is
loaded into the cask under water. The cask is closed and removed from the
pool. After decontamination, the spent fuel shipping cask is lowered by
the reactor building crane to a truck or railway car in the equipment
access area.

,·
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10.6.2-7
The c.haracteristics of the hydraulic system are such that after initial acceleration (less than 30 milliseconds after start of motion) the
desired scram velocity of about 5 ft/sec is acl1ieved arid .the drive travels
at a fairly constant velocity. 'This characteristic provides a high initial
rod insertion rate and a high operating force margin. As the drive piston
nears the top of its strdke, the piston seals progressively close off internal drive ports, restricting exhaust flow, and the drive velocity is reduced. Each drive requires about 2. 5 ga 11 ons of \'later during the scram
stroke .
.·,There is adequate water capacity in each dr1v.e 1 s accumulator to complete a scram in the required: time at low reactor pressures. At higher
reactor pressu.res, the accumu 1a tor is assisted by reaC:tor pressure reaching
the· drive through a ball check valve located in the drive itself~ As water
is drawn fr001 the accumu 1a.tor, the accumulator discharge pressure fails
below reactor pressure~ This causes the check valve to open whi~h admit~.·
reactor pressure ta belciw the drive piston. Thus, reactor pressure fur~·
nishes the force needed to complete the scram stroke at higher reactor
pressures, wh i1 e the accumulator al one will accommodate, the ·1 ow-pressure
scrams. When the reacto~ is up to full operating pressure, the ~ccumulator
is not required to meet scram time requirements.·
.

·:, .

:'

.e.

.

.

·Normal withdrawal speed i's determined by d:ifferenti.al pressures· at
··the' drive, ·and· is. set for a nominal ·value of three· i·nches .. pe·r second .. The·,.
characteristics of the" pressure regu.lat-fng .system are such tha.t :thi's. speed.···
·.i's maintained independent of: reactor: pressure. Tests, have d~'te.rmined. that
· accide.ntal .opening of the speed control valve to the full'. open position
W:ill P.roduCe a velocity of approximately six inches per second. Should
tnis system fa·il, producing· maximum avai-lable pump pressure (1750 ps.ig)
to the drive system with zero re~ctor pressure; the hydraulic resistances
. in tile system would limit the wi.thdraw velocity to two feet per second .

10.9.2-1
10.9.2

DESCRIPTION

The purpose of the system is to provide strained river water
for the following plant loads:
1.

Reactor building closed cooling water (RBCCW) heat exchangers

2.

Turbine building closed cooling water ( TBCC~J) heat exchangers

3.

Traveling water screen wash spray

4.

Fire protection system

5.

Turbine oil coolers

6.

Recirc MG set oil coolers

7.

Generator hydrogen coolers

8.

Generator stator water coolers

9.

Standby coolant supply

10.

Control room air conditioning

11.

Isolation condenser fill

12.

Maximum recycle concentrator condenser

13.

Condensate holding tank

14.

X-area coolers

15.

CCSW keep fi 11

The system consists of 2 service water pumps per unit plus a fifth.
shared pump as a backup, strainers, hypochlorite treatment, and the
necessary control and support equipment (see Figure 10.9.2:1).
Normally both pumps on each unit are in operation while the fifth
is in standby.
The service water pumps are mounted vertically, have a capacity
of about 15,000 gpm each at 91 psig, and are driven by 1000 hp electric motors. The pumps take their suction from a flooded pit in the
cribhouse. The water supply from the river and/or lake is described
in detail in Sections 2.2.4 and 2.2.6.
Service water strainers consist of a wire mesh element which undergoes automatic self-cleaning when strainer dP reaches a preset limit.
The hypochlorite chemical injection system is used to remove slime
causing bacteria. It inhibits growth of algae which would reduce heat
transfer capability of the heat exchanger tubes.

. 10.9.3-1
10 .9 .3

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In the event of loss of a service water pump, low service water header
pressure will be indicated in the control room, and the standby pump will
be started manually.
In the event of loss of auxiliary power on a unit, the standby pump
will be started, obtaining its power from the other unit. The service
water pumps from both units discharge into a common header. The standby
pump and the two pumps on the remaining unit are sufficient to provide
service water to both the tripped unit and the operating unit.
In the event of loss of all ac power, the operator will start a service
water pump on emergency power after securing a safe shutdown of the units.
(A LOCA or failure of the diesels to start occurring simultaneously with the
loss of ac power, will affect the speed with which the operator can put
. discretionary loads onto the emergency power system.) Service 1vater is not
necessary for a safe shutdown of the units, but it is needed to come to a
"col d11 condition.

10.14.2-2

7.

An intraplant radio communications system is provided with two
channels -- one for operating and maintenance personnel and one
for security personnel. Base stations are located in the control
room, emergency facilities (e.g. Technical Support Center), and
security offices (e.g. Central Alarm Station, etc). Various
operating and maintenance personnel, and most security personnel,
are provided with portable t\~o-way radios. Repeaters are located
where needed in the plant.

8.

Key personnel are provided with beepers (pagers) and can receive messages via a transmitter accessed from the PBX system.

9.

Located in the Control Room is a 330 watt, 158.13 megacycle
shortwave radio. The radio has a range of approximately seventy
miles to pennit direct contact with the Load Dispatcher in Chicago.
Contact is also maintained with the local Load Dispatcher in the
Joli et area. Under emergency conditions the radio can be used
for communication with Edison radio equipped trucks and cars.

11.2 .2-2
The turbine bypass system provides protection against reactor vessel
overpressure. The turbine bypass valves discharge reactor steam directly to
the main condenser. They are used during unit startup and shutdown to regulate
the steam pressure in the reactor vessel, and are designed to pass up to 40%
of the turbine generator design throttle steam flow. The capacities of the
bypass valves and relief valves are sufficient to keep the reactor safety
valves from opening in the event of a sudden loss of full load on the turbine
generator; the relief valves alone will be sufficient if a reactor scram is
assumed to occur simultaneously with turbine trip and bypass system failure
(see Section 4.5.3).
The bypass valves are automatically controlled by reactor pressure.
Two independent pressure regulators are provided: one is used as a backup or
standby regulator. The set point of the pressure regulators is adjusted
.manually from the control room. The bypass valves will close automatically on
low condenser vacuum of 7 in. Hg. absolute.
A pair of two stage, steam jet air ejectors with combined inner- ·
condenser and after-condenser are provided for the turbine condenser to
evacuate noncondensible gases while the turbine unit is in operation. Each
ejector is capable of removing the total ·volume of gas which is produced in
the reactor plus air in-leakage into the condensing system.
The air ejectors discharge through a preheater to the recombiner which
combines the hydrogen and oxygen radiolytically produced in the reactor
coolan_t. Moisture is removed after the recombining process and the remaining
gases pass through a 965 ft. 1ong 36 11 diameter pipe which provides about
a 6-hour holdup time based on a flow of 20 cfm (primarily air leakage
into the condenser). If the recombiner is bypassed, the same pipe provides a 30-minute holdup time due to the higher flowrate with uncombined
radiolytic hydrogen and oxygen (see Table 9.2.2:1) .. The off-gas is then
normally routed through a treatment system which includes particulate
and charcoal filters. Section 9.2 describes the gaseous waste system
in more detail.
The mechanical vacuum pump system is provided to produce a vacuum in the
condenser prior to starting the turbines when no steam is available to operate
the steam jet afr ejectors.· The gases from the turbine and condenser system
are discharged from the pump to the stack via the gland seal exhaust piping
system.
The circulating water system has three vertical, drypit, centrifugal,
removable element, circulating water pumps which deliver water to the
condenser water boxes. See Figure 11.2.2:1.
Each pump suction pit is sectionalized to permit dewatering of one
pit for maintenance while the remaining two pumps are in operation. In
addition, each pump is provided with a shutoff valve at its discharge.
Water piping equipment is provided to inject chemicals into the
circulating water upstream of the condenser: sodium hypochlorite solution
to. minimize marine growth and bacteria, and Calgon to minimize scaling
and silting.
Ahead of each circulating water pump there are traveling screens for
of debris . . Ah~ad of the traveling screens is a bar grille trash rack
w1th a rake for per1od1c removal of debris.
r~moval
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11.2. 4-1
11.2.4

TESTS AND INSPECTIONS

· Tests and inspections will be conducted to assure functional performance as required for continued safe operation and to provide maximum
protectiOn for operating personnel. Among· these tests are periodic exercise of the turbine stop valves and the steam bypass valves., Other control valves not nonnally in motion ~1ill be periodically exercised.

NOTE:
The. scram bypass point is based on first stage pressure, but
is sensed in the turbine bm'll. This is because the turbine
instruction book refers to the H.P. bowl pressure as the first
stage bowl pressure.
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14.2.3-1
14.2.3

MAIN STEAM LINE BREAK OUTSIDE THE DRYWELL

14.2.3.1

Identification

The postulated accident is a sudden, complete severance of one main
steam line .outside the drywel l with subsequent release of steam and water
containing fission products to the pipe tunnel and the turbine building.
This large flow of steam to the turbine building will fail blowout panels
and lead to formation of a large steam cloud which is presumed to drift
to the site boundary.
14.2.3.2 Assumptions
To evaluate the overall consequences of the postulated severance of
one of the four main steam lines, the sequence of events following the break
was investigated in detail. The initial conditions prior to the loss-ofcool ant accident were assumed to be:
1.

Reactor power 2527 MWT

2.

Reactor pressure 1020 psia

3.

Nonnal water level in reactor vessel

14.2.3.3 Main Steam Line Isolation Valve (MSIV) Closure
The steam blowdown flow rate through both ends of the postulated break
would cause an increase in steam flow in each of the four lines to the
maximum value allowed by critical flow considerations.
Flow limiters (venturis) are sized in conjunction with isolation valve
closure time so that core submergence is assured during blowdown and after
termination of the accident. Therefore, venturi design limits the maximum
initial steam blowdown rate to 200 percent of rated steam flow. Rapid
depressurization in the steam lines downstream of the flow limiters would
initiate closure of the turbine control valves within 0.2 seconds after the
accident. The increased pressure differential across the flow limiters
would indicate the severance immediately and initiate main steam line
isolation valve closure (all 8 valves) within 0.5 seconds after the accident.
Multiple flow limiter pressure differential sensors are provided in the
reactor protection system to accomplish this function.
14.2~3.4

Reactor Core Shutdown

A reactor scram would be initiated by closure of three or more steam
lines from position switchs on each steam line isolation valve, at approximately 10 percent closure of the valve stems, as described in Section 7.7.
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1.1.2-1
1.1.2

ORGANIZATION OF THE REPORT

1.1.2.1

General Fonnat

The Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR) is divided into fourteen sections, designated by arabic numerals, and several appendices, designated by letters. Each section is divided into two-digit subsections (e.g.,
1.1, 1.~, etc.), which are further divided into three-digit subsections
(e.g. 1.1.1, 1.1.2, etc.). The three-digit subsections are individually
paginated; e.g., page number 1.2.4-3 is the third page of subsection 1.2.4.
Tabulations of data appearing through the text are
and are identified by the arabic numerals corresponding
subsection in which they appear, with an arabic numeral
sequence among the tables appearing in that subsection;
is the first table in subsection 3.5.2.

designated as "Tables"
to the three-digit
indicating their
e.g., Table 3.5.2:1

Applicable drawings, pictures, plot and building elevation plans,
sketches, electrical and piping diagrams are inserted in the text at the
point of reference and are identified as "Figures" by the three-digit
subsection numbers and the sequential order of the drawing or diagram,
similar to, but independently of, the tables. An equipment symbol chart for
the station process and instrumentation drawings is shown on Figure 1.1.2:1.
Appendices contain such information as data on site meteorology,
conf onnance to design criteria, primary con ta i nrnent fabri ca ti on report,
reactor pressure vessel reports; etc.
The Technical Specifications are in Volume III of the original FSAR,
but are not included in the Updated FSAR.
Incorporated into the design of these units are features to improve both
operational perfonnance and overall safety which have been presented in
special topical reports. These reports \vhich have been provided by General
Electric Company to the NRC for review include those listed below.
Subject
Rod Velocity Limiter
Rod Worth Minimizer
In Service Inspection
Vibration Analysis
Design Basis For Critical Heat Flux
1.1.2.2

APED No.
5446
5449
5450
5453
5286

Revisions

The UFSAR is revised annually pursuant to 10CFC50.71e. The rev1s1on
is su~nitted to the NRC on a replacement page basis. Replacement pages
include a page change identification (revision number and/or date) and a
change indicator--a bold line drawn vertically in the right-hand margin
adjacent to the portion actually changed.

